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ABSTRACT
Walter Macken: Life In Literature 
by
Megan Lyn Denio
Dr. Richard Harp, Examination Committee Chair 
Professor of English 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Walter Macken: Life in Literature introduces Walter Macken, a Galwegian 
novelist, playwright, short-story writer, and children's novelist, to an American 
audience in order to make his works better known. The themes in Macken's novels 
show common elements among Irish authors. The use of the common man and the 
use of Ireland's history are most prevalent in Irish literature. However, Macken's 
use of autobiographical elements in the midst of his presentation of life in the West 
of Ireland, in many ways, sets him apart from the other Irish authors. Few have 
chronicled the lives of the farmers and the fishermen in the West. And even fewer 
could have done this in the manner Macken did because he was one of them.
Walter Macken needs to be reconsidered within the pantheon of Irish 
authors.
Ill
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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION
Few critics have addressed the works of Walter Macken, a Galwegian 
author. There are excerpts about him and his novels in James M. Cahalan's Great 
Hatred, Little Room: The Irish Historical Novel and The Irish Novel: A Critical 
History. Robert Hogan discusses Macken and his plays in A fter the Irish 
Renaissance. Richard Fallis includes a small discussion of Macken in his text The 
Irish Renaissance. In the 1996 edition of The Oxford Companion to Irish Literature, 
Macken is, for the first time, given mention among the plethora of Irish authors.
But other than these works, little, if anything, is said in regard to Macken's writing. 
This is surprising given his continued popularity with Irish readers, and given the 
amount and types of work that he produced. He published, in English, ten novels, 
three of which were a historical trilogy; four plays; three collections of short 
stories; and two children's novels. He also published three plays in Irish. In 
addition to these publications in English, many of his novels have been translated 
into eight different languages.
Critics and readers have compared Macken to such Irish greats as John 
Millington Synge, Liam O'Flaherty, and Sean O'Casey. While Macken usually falls 
flat in many of the comparisons with these esteemed authors, he still needs to be 
considered in the canon of Irish literature. Given the enormity of a project that
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2would attempt to tackle all of Macken's works, this thesis will focus on the novels. 
The emphasis will be on introducing the author, giving a synopsis of the characters 
in the novels, discussing the important autobiographical elements within the novels, 
and comparing themes and characters in the novels with the themes and characters 
of other Irish authors.
Essentially, the best method of comparison for Walter Macken comes from 
comparing his characters both to other Irish authors and to the actual lives that he 
portrayed. He creates comparable literary characters to those who came before 
and after him; however, it is the truth that comes from much research based on his 
own life and the lives of those who lived around him that sets him apart as a writer. 
Dr. Thomas Wall, who was part of the Folklore Commission that Macken used for 
researching his trilogy, says, "it is as a regional writer of an urgent epoch that 
Macken's fame is secure."’ It is through the realism of his characters that Macken 
should be remembered. And a character comparison with other Irish writers of his 
generation is most appropriate for Irish literature because, according to Brendan 
Kennelly, "Ireland is a place where character and personality are cherished far 
ahead of theory and abstraction."^
A theme seen in Macken's works is his use of incidents and people from his 
own life in his writing. Many of the situations or characters that Macken writes 
about are from stories that he has heard, or from situations through which he has 
lived, or from people that he has known. I  Am Alone and Sullivan are his most 
autobiographical works, focusing on his life in London and his life on the stage, 
respectively. Quench the Moon and The Bogman also show aspects of Macken's 
life, with the life of a young writer portrayed in Quench and with Macken's lyric
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
3tendencies seen in Bogman. Rain on the Wind and Brown Lord o f the Mountain 
were written after Macken had heard stories about people in Galway City or in 
Connemara. This is similar to Synge, who wrote The Aran Islands after spending 
four summers, a total of approximately eighteen weeks, there with mainly the 
inhabitants of Inishmaan. Riders to the Sea^ and The Playboy o f the Western 
Wod(f are based on stories heard while visiting the Aran Islands. These elements 
of autobiography provide a point of comparison between the two authors, both of 
whom knew the same lives of people since they were both writing about people 
from the West of Ireland.
An amazing, although not unique, feature of Macken's writing is the realism, 
the exact representation®, of his characters' common lives. Macken, in his 
character portrayals, shows a realism that does not often show up in other writings 
from or about the West. Synge comes the closest to matching the lives of the 
people from the West; however, he remains a "detached observer, matching his 
own consciousness against a very different life."® Macken presents this realism in 
a way that no one else could or would. Sometimes the truth in his depictions was 
not appreciated, as seen in the reactions of locals against some of his works, but 
that truth could never be denied, as seen in reactions from those whose lives were 
being portrayed. He presents the truth of these lives as he has seen it, as he has 
lived it. His random mixings in of his own life become important because he is part 
of them—he has grown up with and lived with them. He presents their life in his 
literature.
The subsistent living of rural life in such works as Quench the Moon and The 
Bogman can be compared to the peasant life of characters in Brian Friel's
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
4Translations. The evident poverty seen in Rain on the Wind compares with Synge's 
Riders in its depictions of life in the West as it focuses on the perils of the sea to a 
family and to a community. These character comparisons show the theme of the 
hardships and restrictions of living in rural Ireland and in the tenements of the cities.
An element which goes along with the subsistence living of the characters is 
the use of the common man. Macken does not rely on the grand, mythological 
characters of yore to create his characters. He relies on the people that he has 
known, the people that he has grown up with and lived with, for his 
representations. The same is true for Synge and his writings about and from the 
Aran Islands and Connemara. The only main character that Macken has who goes 
beyond the common man, who seems to be like the mythological hero of yore, is 
Cahal Kinsella in Bogman-, he is still a common man, but not as common as the men 
from his village. Cahal can be compared to William Butler Yeats' Red Hanrahan in 
The Secret Rose and Stories o f Red Hanrahan. Both have the popular bardic style 
that existed during the reigns of the high kings of Ireland. However, they retain the 
common element through the life of the common man they must live, with all of its 
poverty and physical hardship. While there are smaller elements of the uncommon 
in some of his characters, like Bart 0 'Breen and Donn Donnschleibhe, usually it is 
the common peasant that Macken works with in his writing.
Another theme that can be seen in Macken's novels is the element of 
change. His first five novels show the lack of change that happens in the West of 
Ireland, a land that even today has thatched-roof houses on the main bus routes. 
This lack of change holds the people, and thereby Macken's characters, to a certain 
life, a life that is common compared to urban life and a life that is barren and
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5wasted compared to urban life. However, this lack of change also shows the 
beauty in life and the tradition of Ireland in the West. /  Am Alone and Sullivan both 
move away from the West to the cities of the world, most notably London and New 
York. However, there is always a longing for the simpler life and the peace that 
can come even amidst poverty. With all but one of his main characters, there is a 
return to the W est—a return to the home of the characters' hearts. Even the cynical 
and jaded Bart 0 'Breen and Donn Donnschleibhe return to Boola and the Mountain, 
respectively. Sullivan, the new man-about-town in New York, also returns to the 
slower pace of the West, the place that he has for so long tried to get out of his 
system. The W est calls them home.
Walter Macken needs to be reseen within the canon of Irish literature.
Despite his sentimental endings—a trait that allows for criticism because of the lack 
of violence and modernism as seen in James Joyce's and Liam O'Flaherty's and 
Sean O'Casey's works— he is a writer worth reading, as can be attributed by the 
continuous sale of his books in Ireland.^ His realism and regionalism should be 
looked at for future consideration; his continued popularity, which is based on "his 
'easy' style . . . and his romantic approach,"® should not be what keeps him from 
being considered by the critics.
NOTES
1. Dr. Thomas Wall, "Walter Macken: In Memoriam," Some Collected Tributes to 
Waiter Macken (Galway: Kenny's Bookshops, 1968), 7.
2. Brendan Kennelly, "The Essence of Being Irish," in The Irish: A Treasury of Art 
and Literature, Leslie Conron Carola ed. (China: Beaux Arts Editions, 1993), 364.
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3. Robert Welch, éd.. The Oxford Companion to Irish Literature (Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, 1996), 549.
4. Seamus Deane, ed.. The Field Day Anthology of Irish Writing (Derry: Field Day 
Publications, 1991), 3:405.
5. C. Hugh Holman and William Harmon define realism, in its broad literary sense, 
as "fidelity to actuality in its representation." This will be the definition of realism 
used in this thesis. Holman and Harmon, A Handbook to Literature. Sixth Edition 
(New York: MacMillan Publishing, 1992), 391.
6. Welch, 549.
7. This information is based on questions asked of various bookshop owners, 
managers, and clerks while shopping for Walter Macken's works in Dublin, Galway, 
and Cork.
8. James M. Cahalan, Great Hatred, Little Room: The Irish Historical Novel 
(Syracuse: Syracuse University Press, 1983), 159.
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CHAPTER TWO
BIOGRAPHY
Despite the vast number of authors that put pen to paper in Ireland, there 
are few who detail the life that existed in the West of Ireland. Most well-known is 
John Millington Synge with Playboy of the Western World, Riders to the Sea and 
The Aran Islands. However, Synge was not from the West. He was born in 
County Dublin and was living in France at the time that William Butler Yeats 
suggested he visit the Aran Islands. It is Walter Macken, who was born and raised 
in County Galway, who could truly depict "the distinctive life and characteristics of 
the people of the W est of Ireland."’
Walter Augustine Macken was born May 3, 1915 to Agnes Brady and Walter 
Macken. In June of 1915 Walter's father, a carpenter, found himself out of work 
and enlisting with the Royal Fussilliers as a machine-gunner in the British Army to 
fight in France. On March 28, 1916, at the age of twenty-six, Walter's father was 
killed in the trenches at St. Eloi. This left Walter's mother, a Ballinasloe girl who 
had been a barmaid before marriage, to raise her three children—Walter, who was 
ten months old, and his two older sisters. Birdie and Eileen—on a pension.^
A great believer in education, Walter's mother sent him to primary school at 
Saint Mary's. It was during this time, when he was eight years old, that he began 
writing. At the age of twelve he submitted a short story to an English newspaper.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
8The newspaper rejected the story, which annoyed Walter. He thought they were 
silly for not recognizing his abilities as a writer.® He went on to secondary school 
at St. Josephs—also known as "The Bish"—in Galway. While studying there with 
the Brothers, he took an interest in history, English and theatre, and made his stage 
debut in his last year there. From school Walter went on to work as a clerk with 
the county council—a job that his mother had secured for him. But his love was for 
the theatre. After three months with the council, he left to be an actor at An 
Taibhdhearc na Gaillimhe, the national Irish-language theatre in Galway. It was 
while he was working at An Taibhdhearc that he met Margaret "Peggy" Kenny, 
daughter of Katherine Hunt and Tom "Cork" Kenny, the founder of the local 
Connaught Tribune.
For Walter and Peggy, it was almost love at first sight. However, there 
were obstacles to be overcome. Because of Tom Kenny's prejudice against the 
working class, their romance was conducted in secret. Tom Kenny would not even 
meet Walter, and Peggy and Tom Kenny had only one conversation about Walter:
"What does he do?"
"He's an actor."
"How much does he earn?"
"Thirty shillings."
"Well, that won't keep you."*
Despite Tom Kenny's disapproval of him, Walter and Peggy's romance lasted two  
years; they worked together at An Taibhdhearc, attended Mass at St. Ignatius 
Church, and socialized through the theatre. During this time of courtship Peggy 
learned of Walter's writing. She was waiting for him to return to his home on 
Henry Street from An Taibhdhearc and his mother showed her a trunk full of 
Walter's writings. This made her even more excited about him because she had
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
9always been interested in writers:
"In my university days I had studied the lives of writers and I was 
fascinated by their lives and the books they wrote. Here now I was 
meeting a living writer. I found that exciting."®
At a dance in the Hanger ballroom in Salthill, Walter asked Peggy to marry him.
She declined the offer of marriage because of the age difference between them—he 
was six years her junior. However, on February 9, 1937, after Walter's persistent 
pursuit of Peggy, Walter and Peggy were married by Father Leo McCann in Dublin 
at Fairview Church. They had left Galway to elope; after a breakfast that cost ten 
shillings, according to Walter, and one pound, according to Peggy, they left Ireland 
with only a weekend case each, one hundred pounds from Peggy's salary at the 
Tribune, and a typewriter.
The Mackens moved to London the morning after their marriage. Both of 
Walter's sisters had emigrated there, and they were able to find him a job in the 
insurance business as a salesman. At their house in Greenford, Peggy learned 
domestic skills while Walter sold insurance. While in England, Peggy gave birth to 
their oldest son; at a nursing home in Greenford, Walter Og Macken was born April 
10, 1938. In 1939 , a week before World War II began, Walter took his wife and 
son from London back to Galway to replace Frank Kermody as producer/director of 
An Taibhdhearc. They rented a house facing the Grattan Road, which overlooked 
Galway Bay, and lived in near poverty. Walter and his family lived here from 1939  
to 1947, and in the course of that time he wrote, produced, directed, designed or 
acted in more than 70 plays.
As director, Walter took on many of the odd jobs around the theatre. He
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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was a total theatre man. He painted sets. He recruited actors. He re-built the 
balcony, the stage, the dressing rooms and the green room at An Taibhdhearc. He 
cleaned the theatre. Along with the less-than-glamorous aspects of theatre life, he 
also helped produce the plays; he translated classic plays—William Shakespeare, 
Henrik Ibsen, Sean O'Casey and Eugene O'Neill—into Irish; and he played the lead in 
many of the productions. He came under much vocal criticism from the Irish 
community for his translation of world classics into Irish®, but he believed they 
needed to be presented as much as those plays originally written in the Irish 
language. He had three of his seven original plays published; all seven were written 
in Irish; the three that were published were An CaiUn Aimaire Abu, An Fear Ôn, 
Spidéal, and Oighreacht na Mhara. During this time at An Taibhdhearc, Ultan 
Macken, Walter and Peggy's second son, was born in September of 1943.
It was here in Galway, while working at An Taibhdhearc, that Walter decided 
to start writing in English. He made this decision because, at that time, he realized 
that he could not earn a living writing and publishing in Irish. At one point in time 
he told Peggy his plan for the future and for writing in the English language: "He 
worked out a basic plan of campaign. He said that he would write a play and then 
a novel and send them to a good English publisher."’  His first venture into the 
English language was Mungo's Mansion, a play that he began in January, 1944; it 
was finished within six months. In November of that same year he began work on 
a novel that he originally titled With Men of Blood, Oh God. In 1946 Walter sent 
both typescripts to Macmillans of London—who was then publishing James Joyce, 
Sean O'Casey, Frank O'Connor and William Butler Yeats—and Mungo's Mansion 
was immediately accepted. However, because of the war, Macmillans was
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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skeptical about With Men o f Biood, Oh God. It was too long for a war-time 
publication, being in the vicinity of 432 pages in its original typescript. Macmillans 
also did not like the title. When Walter submitted his revisions for the work, there 
were several alternate titles that he included, of which Ouench the Moon was 
chosen. The publication of Mungo's Mansion (1946) and Ouench the Moon (1948) 
began an illustrious, if critically unrecognized, career of writing for Walter Augustine 
Macken.
In 1947, because of disagreements about the types of plays to be produced 
and the difficulties of running a theatre on a shoe-string budget, Walter left An 
Taibhdhearc and took a Job as an actor offered by Ernest Blythe of the Abbey 
Theatre. In January of 1948 the Mackens moved to Ardpatrick Road in Dublin. 
Walter followed his publications of Mungo's Mansion and Quench the Moon with 
three other works—one of which was a novel and one of which was a collection of 
short stories-all of which went unpublished. He then wrote another play. Vacant 
Possession (1948), and another novel, ! Am Aione (1949). Vacant Possession 
returned to the tenement living that had been presented in Mungo's Mansion, only 
with less of an O'Caseyan flair to it. It was through the productions of Mungo's 
Mansion and Vacant Possession that Walter was called the "O'Casey of the 
West."® His plays, which were set in and around Buttermilk Lane, were doing for 
Galway what O'Casey's plays had done for Dublin. This, as well as his publisher, 
linked him to one of the great names in Irish drama. However, his novel, i  Am  
Aione, took his characters out of Ireland and placed them in London. This novel 
shared aspects of Walter's life in London selling insurance.
During this time that Walter was writing, he was also employed as an actor
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at the Abbey Theatre. He was gaining recognition as an actor. His acting abilities 
could be said to have been gained from his father, who had gained a reputation as a 
good actor in Rackets Court before leaving for France. Many years later, his son 
Walter was a role model, a leader, to many of the young actors in the Abbey. In 
1950, when Rain on the Wind was published, Walter was in America playing the 
lead role, Bartley Dowd, in the short-lived production of Michael J. Molloy's The 
King o f Friday's Men on Broadway. He had left the Abbey Theatre because the 
management would not release the entire cast to go to New York. Walter was told 
by Ernest Blythe that he could take a leave of absence from the Abbey, but he 
knew that when he returned from America he wanted to devote his time to writing 
for a living. It was while he was acting in America that he heard news of the 
success of Rain on the Wind. This prompted him to ask for an advance from 
Macmillans on his sales so that he could buy a home for himself, Peggy and his two 
sons—a home where he could devote himself to writing. In the process of 
celebrating his success with Macmillans over Rain. Walter turned down a lucrative 
offer from Hollywood to become one of its leading men; his talents were so 
appreciated that the offer was for $7 million and included a house and a car.® 
However, Walter wanted to write more than he wanted to act. In 1951 , with the 
£3,500 advance that he received from Macmillans, Walter bought a home that was 
situated in Glann, about four miles out of Oughterard, on the shores of Lough 
Corrib. It was called Gort na Ganiv, and was surrounded by six acres of wood; on 
the grounds were a boathouse, a hard tennis court, an apple orchard, and several 
gardens. The house and the grounds suited Walter perfectly; all that could be heard 
was the sound of the birds. The mountainy, boggy, unpopulated area around the
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house meant that there would be few intrusions.
He wrote the majority of his works while living at Gort na Ganiv. His daily
schedule rarely altered. Monday through Friday, he would arise at 7:00 a.m. and
attend the early 8:00 a.m. Mass. From there he would take his sons to school, buy
a paper and cigarettes, and then return home to eat breakfast, smoke his first
cigarette and read The Irish Press. After breakfast, around 10:00 a.m., he would
go into the living room, where his Royal typewriter sat on a table with papers and
books all over it. On the right-hand side of the typewriter would be the finished
typescript pages from the day(s) before and on the left-hand side would be the
carbon copy of the typescript and white paper. Before he would sit to type, he
would pace around the table; it was during this pacing that he would, at times,
wish that he had a different job. Eventually, however, he would quit pacing and
begin typing. During this time he would chain smoke cigarettes, which were his
only vice. Unlike many Irish authors, Walter did not succumb to the vice of alcohol;
he did not believe it would benefit him or his writing. He once told his son Walleog,
"I will not have even a gauze curtain put over my mind."’° He would write for
about one to three hours, usually ending his writing around 12:00-12:30 p.m. with
two to fifteen pages typed.
When he had finished typing, he would take his typescript to Peggy. She
was his main audience. He would read aloud what he had written and gauge the
tone of it by her response:
"That was the way I heard all his stories, straight from his own voice.
He had extraordinary power with words. I would become involved in 
the story; he could make me laugh or even make me cry. When he 
would see me cry, he would say, 'Aw, it must be good so when it 
got to you like that.'"”
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He wrote every word for her. In 1963, on a trip to London where they visited 
Walleog, Walter and Walleog were strolling through Hyde Park. Walter told 
Walleog, "Look, every line I have written, I wrote it for your mother."”  He trusted 
her judgment because of the fine education she received at boarding school in Balia, 
Co. Mayo and at university. She had studied at University of Galway, receiving a 
first class honors Bachelor of Arts degree in history and English in 1933. She had 
also done her own writing for the Connaught Tribune before losing favor with her 
father for leaving to marry Walter. After getting Peggy's response, he would then 
spend the afternoon walking around the grounds, planning in his head what he 
would write the next day. According to his son. Father Walter Macken, all of his 
manuscripts were the typescripts that he completed. There were never any 
revisions made to his typescripts. There were never any rough drafts of his 
manuscripts. His first copy was his final copy. Everything was drafted and revised 
in his head before he would put words to paper. His weekends were spent fishing 
on Lough Corrib, his favorite hobby. He fished with his sons when they were at 
home, creating a time of camaraderie for all. He also acted in a few roles while he 
lived at Gort na Ganiv, one of which was a role in the Cyril Cusack production of 
John Millington Synge's The Playboy o f the Western World and another which was 
in the film version of Brendan Behan's The Quare Fellow in the '60s.
Walter finished his next novel. The Bogman (1952), soon after moving to 
Gort na Ganiv. It was banned by the Irish Censorship Board, just as Quench the 
Moon and I  Am Alone had been banned when they were published. In many 
respects, though, this helped heighten his popularity and increase his readership.
He followed this novel with his very successful play Home Is the Hero (1953).
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After being produced at the Abbey Theatre, it moved on to Broadway. While it only 
lasted three days on Broadway, it continued Macken's international name. He was 
critically acclaimed in America for Rain, and this was his second trip to Broadway 
as an actor, his first as a playwright. The popularity of Hero continued for many 
years. In the '50s, Hero became one of the first films produced in Ardmore studios 
in Bray. Walter wrote the screenplay for this and acted a leading role in the film 
version.
Sunset on the Windowpanes (1954) followed his publication of Hero. This 
novel describes the lives of clerics in Maynooth. A t this time, Walter's son Walleog 
was studying for the priesthood. In 1956, Walleog left Galway to join Opus Dei.
He claims that his choice of profession was based on his parents and their 
observance of traditional Catholic ways. Walter had a "rich, informed and 
intellectual spirituality."”  He "read the Bible from cover to cover and used to read 
it out loud at home for a few moments every evening. . . . [Hjis rich melodious 
voice [caressed] the lovely phrases of Scripture."'* He was especially fond of 
Isaiah and the Old Testament prophets. This spirituality, and his devotion to prayer 
and the Church, made him an excellent example for his son, Walleog, who still 
serves in the Catholic church.
Walter then wrote a collection of twenty-one short stories called The Green 
Hills and Other Stories (1956). Included in this are stories of pride, love, the old 
ways vs. the new life, superstition, and death. He followed this collection with his 
play. Twilight o f a Warrior (1956), which shows the tension that existed between 
those who had fought in and lived through the Rising, the War for Independence 
and the Civil War and those who live in the next generation. His next writing was
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Sullivan (1957), a novel that sheds fictional light on Macken's actual theatrical life. 
He drew from his own experiences in the theatre at An Taibhdhearc, the Abbey 
Theatre, the provincial theatres in New England, and on Broadway. He shows the 
temptations that came with being an actor. On his tw o trips to New York, he was 
often approached by well-dressed, beautiful women who wanted to meet a great 
actor and/or writer. Each time he diffused any situation by introducing his wife 
Peggy, but his fictional account shows the possible temptations of the glamour of 
being a big star. After finishing Sullivan, he wrote tw o more unpublished plays.
The Mirror o f Homer (also called Look in the Looking Glass when produced in 
London) was a comedy written for Cyril Cusack and produced at the Abbey Theatre 
in 1958; Voices o f DooUn was also written for Cusack and was produced at the 
Gaiety Theatre in 1960 for the Dublin Theatre Festival.
After Sullivan, Walter embarked on his next, and most ambitious, novel 
adventure. He began researching the history of Ireland so that he might write a 
history of Ireland—as seen from the point of view of the common man. For each 
novel, he spent about one year researching all that he could on the life and times of 
the people. He did not take notes on his research. He would just spend hours at 
the National Library and at Kenny's Book Shop, reading and borrowing literature and 
histories of the times he was researching. He would look for everything, down to 
what people ate, what they wore, and what furnishings they would have in their 
homes. For the third novel. The Scorching Wind, he interviewed people who had 
lived during and through the tumult of the Rising to the Civil War. He then spent a 
year writing what he had formulated in his brain. This venture was one of his most 
loved because of the care and time that he put into it, but it was also the most
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exhausting. With this trilogy, he wanted to "give the Irish people and the world an 
idea of how the ordinary man or the small man came through traumatic periods of 
[Ireland's] history."’® He wanted to "write a history of Ireland as seen from the 
point of view of the 'little man,' the unsung hero who never gets anywhere near 
the history books, except as a statistic."’® In 1959 Seek the Fair Land \Nas 
published after two years of research and writing. This details the life of Dominick 
MacMahon, who lived in Drogheda when Cromwell and his invaders came through 
in 1649. This is followed by The Silent People (1962), which details the life of 
Dualta Duane during the Famine years and Daniel O'Connell's pacifism in the 
1840s. His final book in the trilogy. The Scorching Wind, was published in 1964; it 
shares the story of Dominic and Dualta, brothers who are involved in the Rising, the 
War of Independence, and the Civil War from 1915-1922.
After publishing Seek. Macken also published God Made Sunday and Other 
Stories (1962), a collection of thirteen short stories that carry over characters from 
Green Hills and deal with similar issues. God Made Sunday gave him a rest from 
the first novel in the trilogy. Between the finishing of the trilogy and his next book, 
Walter was elected as the Government's second nominee on the Abbey Theatre's 
Board of Directors. After finishing the trilogy, Walter's American agent 
recommended that he try his hand at a children's book to give him a break from the 
exhausting research of the trilogy. So Walter took his agent's advice and wrote 
Island o f the Great Yellow Ox (1966). He immensely enjoyed writing this children's 
book because it did allow him to relax, just as his agent had said it would. Island 
was later made into a film by British Broadcasting Corporation.’^
Soon after the publication of Island. Peggy and Walter moved from their
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home at Gort na Ganiv to a home in the Gaeltacht village of Menlo. The house in 
Glann had become too big for just the two of them. In September, 1966, their 
house in Menlo was finished and they moved in. By the time they finally moved in, 
Walter had finished Brown Lord o f the Mountain (1967) and was at work on a 
second children's book. The Flight o f the Doves. Also during this year, Walter was 
asked to return to the Abbey Theatre as artistic director and manager; this was 
while the theatre was still at the Queen's Theatre, where the Abbey moved to after 
the fire on July 1 8 ,1 9 5 1 . He accepted the position, but resigned after three 
months to devote himself again to writing. It was in April of 1967 that tragedy 
struck the house of the Mackens. Walter had gone in to Calvary Hospital for 
stomach problems, the first time in his life that he had checked himself into a 
hospital. He was given a clean bill of health on Friday, April 22. That night he and 
Peggy went for their usual walk on the Prom in Salthill and returned for tea. He 
watched boxing on television and retired at his normal time of 11:30 p.m. At 
around 2:00 a.m. he left his bed because he could not sleep; in deference to Peggy, 
he went out to try to get some sleep on the sofa in the sitting room. Near 3:00
a.m. Peggy heard Walter make a sound and went out to check on him. When she 
arrived in the sitting room, he was dead. On April 23, 1967, at around 3:00 a.m., 
Walter Augustine Macken died of a massive coronary, eleven days shy of his 52nd 
birthday.
When Walter died, he left one manuscript unpublished. His final typescript 
was for a novel titled And Then No More, a story whose main character, Maelisa, 
echoes characteristics of Walter's father. The manuscript is set during the time 
directly preceding the Easter Rising and continuing through the War for
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Independence and the Civil War. Walter was also working on a stage musical 
based on the life of Father James McDuyer. Already at work in his head were four 
other novels, one of which was to be set in the future, one which was to be set in 
Dublin, and one which was to be a sequel to The Bogman. He had two 
posthumous publications. The first was Flight o f the Doves (1968), a story of two  
children running away from the abuse of their stepfather in London to the loving 
care of their grandmother in the West. A film was made of this in the area of 
Ballinasloe and is still very popular in Ireland around Christmas time. The second 
publication was The CoU DoU and Other Stories (1969), a collection of thirteen 
short stories from Green Hills plus eight previously unpublished stories.
Walter's impact can still be seen and heard in Galway and around the world. 
Both Father Walter and Ultan give lectures on Walter and his writing. His nephew, 
Tom Kenny, also gives lectures on him and his writing. He is also published 
internationally; the languages include German, Russian, Czechoslovakian, Dutch, 
French, Rumanian, Hungarian, and Japanese. There are tangible memorials that 
exist in Germany and Galway. Walter's typescripts are in Germany, sold by the 
estate because he had no revisions to his works. In Galway, across from Kenny's 
Gallery on Middle Street is Macken's Café and Restaurant, a small cafeteria that 
has articles about Walter, blow-ups of his Brandon Books book covers, and pictures 
of Walter on the walls. In regard to his unpublished manuscript, his son. Father 
Walter, continues to work on revising and paring down And Then No More for 
publication; Ultan has been working on a biography of his father that is tentatively 
titled Dreams On Paper, an expression that Walter used when discussing his 
writing. With all of this continued attention it is no wonder that most of his
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published works were reprinted—beginning in 1994—by Brandon Books, a publishing 
firm that receives financial assistance from the Arts Council/An Chomhairle Ealafon, 
Ireland.
In regard to writing and life, Walter, at one point in time, told his son Ultan,
"Before you reach the age of thirty, you are all the time looking 
forward, to what you are to become, to who you are going to marry, 
to where you live, to whether you will have children or not. When 
you are thirty you are normally settled in your job, you have married 
and you have children, so now you begin to look back on your life for 
the first time."’®
It can be seen in many of his writings that his life and the people he loved are
reflected in his work. At the age of thirty-three, when he was first published in
English for a broader audience, he was able to get beyond starting a family and get
down to writing. The years of writing he did before this were just practice to him.
The trunk of writings that Walter's mother showed Peggy was burned in a barrel by
Walter before he started on Quench. He called these writings his apprenticeship
and burned them to show that his apprenticeship was over. He had spent all that
time forming himself into a writer. He proved himself to be a writer; ink was his
lifeblood. In 1965 he shared a story of how ink may have come to be this for him:
"Middle Babies meant to me ink. This was my first contact with ink.
We sat at desks with the white ink bottle stuck in a hole and one day 
I drank the contents. This, I remember, brought me into the limelight.
My sister was sent for from the class upstairs and she had to come 
down and wash out my mouth at the tap in the big concrete yard 
outside the glass door. I think she took a dim view of my action 
because she was the one to suffer from it. What a stupid thing to 
have a brother down there lunatic enough to drink ink! I often 
wonder if I got ink in my veins that day in Middle Babies and I am still 
trying to use it up? It's very difficult to give a logical explanation of 
why you should drink ink otherwise."’®
His life was given over to pouring out this lifeblood onto the page for the enjoyment
and education of his reader—for the reader to enjoy the easy style of his writing and
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for the reader to be educated about his people. His writings provide his epitaph; 
"People are the cornerstones of the world.
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CHAPTER THREE 
THE EARLY NOVELS
Walter Macken's first four novels were Quench the Moon (1948), I  Am  
Alone (1949), Rain on the Wind (1950), and The Bogman (1952). All four novels 
present either aspects of life in the West of Ireland or characters from the West. 
Quench is set in the Connemara hills and in Galway City. Alone is set in England, 
and gives the perceptions of a Galway man on the Irish-immigrant and pre-war 
happenings in London, which includes the beginnings of the IRA bombings. Rain 
shares the life of the fishermen in the Claddagh district on Galway Bay. Bogman 
shows the life of farmers in Caherlo and the nearby towns. Each character in the 
four novels lives a life that reveals the livelihood of the common man who lived in 
the West of Ireland or who came from the West of Ireland.
While the novels show different aspects of life in the West of Ireland, they 
also reveal elements of Macken's life and the people he loved. Quench shares 
Macken's desire to write and his early years. With Alone, the reader enters into the 
life Walter and Peggy lived in London. Rain begins with a story that Macken had 
heard and sheds light on the Claddagh district, near where Walter and Peggy and 
their two sons lived on Grattan Road during Macken's years at An Taibhdhearc. 
Bogman reveals his poetic side, with each chapter beginning with a song or verse; 
this shows the less-known singer and poet in Macken.
23
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All four also share character types or themes with other Irish writers. The 
rural life in Quench compares with Brian Friel in Translations. The tragedy of the 
sea in Rain compares with Synge's Riders to the Sea. For a character similarity, 
Atone's Seamus is reminiscent of Gypo Nolan in Liam O'Flaherty's The Inform er and 
Bogman's Cahal compares with William Butler Yeats' short-story character Red 
Hanrahan.
With the exception of Alone, the characters in the novels also share an 
affinity with the West. Stephen, in Quench, stays in the West, leaving Connemara 
for Galway City, and then returning to his village in Connemara. Rain is entirely set 
in Connemara and Galway City. Tommy is the only one who could leave, and he is 
just waiting for his time to go. But Mico stays in Galway, buying a house to 
establish roots with Maeve. In Bogman, Cahal returns to Caherlo after being at 
school in Galway. Even when he leaves Caherlo, he is still in the West. The only 
character from Alone who returns to the West is Seamus. He returns because he is 
now wanted by British Intelligence for his involvements in the Irish Republican Army 
bombings of London.
Quench the Moon
Set in the 1940s, Quench the Moon portrays the life of a young Connemara 
man. Stephen O'Riordan is a young scholar who aspires to be a writer, to share 
what he has observed in life from the lives of those around him. To do this 
appropriately, and because of troubles at home, he moves on to Galway City with 
the intention of heading to Dublin to learn more about others who live in this world 
of his.
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Stephen is the only child of Martin and Martha O'Riordan. It is from Martha
that he learns to read and appreciate writing. She has been the one to educate him
by having him read books. She teaches Stephen the same way she was taught:
"[Father O'Riordan] gave me books to read," Martha replied, "all kinds of 
sizes and sorts of books. He made me read books that educated people are 
not supposed to read, and then he made me read the books of the writers of 
all the peoples in the world, the English, the Americans, the Germans, the 
French, the Scandinavians, the Russians, the Arabians, the Chinese, the 
Japanese. He made me read representative and non-representative writers of 
each country, as well as histories that nobody ever heard about, geography 
books, and it wasn't enough that I should read them but that I should 
assimilate them as well. When I had read one, he would ask me about it, and 
questioned me upside-down about it, and if he wasn't satisfied with me he 
would make me read it again before he would give me the next. He gave me 
those, and he gave me a dictionary and he said, 'There you are, Martha, I 
present you with education.'"’
Along with teaching him through books, she sends him to Father O'Hagan to learn
Latin so he can get a "classical" education. With this education in hand, he begins
writing. These early writings represent Stephen's observations of the lives around
him during his early teenage years. He later discards these because they are his
beginnings. As Martha guessed, "None of it will ever see the light of day, because
it is unformed and [is] the hand of the young mind tracing itself on paper" (86).
Stephen's education, in many ways, resembles Macken's. Stephen, like
Macken, was "educated" only in the public schools. Martha tells Stephen,
"Because a man has been through a university is no guarantee that he is educated,
and some of the greatest writers and thinkers that ever lived never saw the inside
of a university, unless they were on a conducted tour" (24). Macken got his
leaving cert from St. Joseph's in 1931 and never went on to college. Martha's
words echo Macken's writing-he did not need university to make him a good
writer. Stephen got his real education from incessantly reading the books that his
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mother gave him to read. Macken would often go to the library to check out books 
to read. He would also venture into Kenny's Bookshop, owned by his in-laws, to 
borrow books to read. He would read anything. Just to be reading and learning. It 
was through these books that Macken learned much of what he learned about life 
and people, outside of his observations of them. Just as Stephen is educated 
through reading, so Macken was educated through reading. He once told his son, 
Ultan, that "if he had gone on to university, he would probably have ended up 
becoming a scholar and he might never have become a writer."^ And that would 
have been a loss to the writing and reading community in Ireland.
Stephen's final moments in the novel are after he has been penknifed by 
Jack Finnerty. Jack has done this because Stephen has killed Malachai Finnerty, 
who had killed Kathleen Finnerty, Stephen's love. Stephen is lying in the road, after 
crawling there from being hidden on the side of the road. He decides that he will 
live, that he will survive the ordeal of losing Kathleen and being disfigured. And as 
he lies on the road, he thinks of his opening sentence of his first chapter of his first 
work: "'The seagull soared in the sun-misted air, high, high over the village of 
Killaduff. . . .'" (412). This is the exact wording of the first sentence of the first 
chapter of Quench. In a sense, the novel is the finished work of Stephen after he 
has recovered from the penknifing and as he mourns Kathleen. In a sense, Stephen 
is Macken because they are both writing the same novel.
Stephen very much resembles Macken, the writer, most especially with his 
writings which Martha read before she died. Just as Stephen's box of writings is 
"unformed and [is] the hand of the young mind tracing itself on paper" (86), 
Macken's barrel of writings was his apprenticeship. Martha advises Stephen to
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"keep on trying and destroying" (86), and that is exactly what Macken did.
When [Walter] met [Peggy] he was nineteen years old, he had a trunkfull of 
material written. He later discarded all this. He regarded it as practice- 
work. A method of teaching himself how to learn to write. He always, 
when talking of anybody learning to write emphasised that you must keep at 
it for years in order to form yourself. Of course you must also have the 
talent and the urge to write.®
Macken wrote a trunkful of manuscripts and then burned them in a barrel. Every
word that was burned in the barrel was part of his apprenticeship, his practice
before he got down to real writing.
The rural life presented in Quench is similar to that seen in Brian Friel's
Translations. While the time-frame is different, things have not changed all that
much for the peasants of Ireland. Stephen, because he is not wealthy, cannot
afford to go on from the national school to college, like his friend Paddy Rice did.
In this sense, he is similar to the characters in Translations, who cannot afford to
go to school either. As they wait for the national schools to begin, they pay for
their lessons in English, Greek and Latin with cans of milk or bunches of flowers or
the odd shilling to the master of the hedge school. They are taught by their own,
Hugh teaching Manus and Owen, and Manus, and at times Owen, now helping him
to teach the others. This is similar to Stephen, who is taught by his mother, who
was taught by the priest. Father O'Riordan, who sent her to his brother in
Connemara. The poor, in many ways, teach themselves through the few who have
bridged the educational barrier.
Another comparison between Quench and Translations is in relationships.
George Yolland and Maire Chatach, a young British soldier and a young Irish
peasant in Translations, find themselves in love as they have watched each other
over the fields whose names Yolland is there to Anglicize. Yolland, like so many
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before him who have been in the position of interloper, has learned to love Ireland 
and her people and her lore. He knew it from the moment he stepped foot on Baile 
Beag soil, that "perhaps I could live here."* But this cannot be in the county of 
Donegal, in the town of Baile Beag. Maire and Yolland spend time together after a 
dance, and are seen by Sarah as they embrace. After this night, Yolland is missing. 
Jimmy tries to explain why to Maire as she waits for news of Yolland:
"Do you know the Greek word endogameinl It means to marry within the 
tribe. And the word exogamein means to marry outside the tribe. And you 
don't cross those borders casually—both sides get very angry" (374).
Maire's desire to marry Yolland, to "live with [him]—anywhere—anywhere a t all— 
always—always" (360), brings trouble. Her people cannot allow her to "marry 
outside the tribe." This is similar to Malachai in Quench. Even though Stephen and 
Kathleen are suited to each other, even though they have a dying passion for the 
company of each other, Malachai sees the relationship as bad because Stephen is a 
poacher. He is "outside" of Malachai's tribe. Malachai's unreasonableness about 
Stephen manifests itself in death, just as the Baile Beag people's unreasonableness 
about Yolland manifested itself in death. Malachai, in a fit of rage over Kathleen's 
pregnancy with Stephen's child, strikes a blow to her temple and hurls her 
unconscious body into Dead Lake, where she then drowns. He will not have his 
sister carrying the child of "that bastard" (214). This idea of exogamein has caused 
the death of two young people, one a British soldier in love with Ireland and Maire, 
and one a young woman in love with Stephen and carrying his child—all because 
Maire and Kathleen were trying to marry "outside the tribe."
In Quench, there is also the situation of arranged marriages. Thomasheen,
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who loves Nellie McClure, must marry for convenience. He agrees to marry Bridgie 
McGinnis, a woman recently returned from America who has a lot of money that 
can help Thomasheen's poor family. Despite the fact that he loves Nellie, and the 
fact that Bridgie is forty-five and "could be [his] grandmother" (113), he will marry 
her because it will help his impoverished family. Paddy feels sure "that this thing 
would never have happened only for Connemara" (115). Stephen comments that 
the only way out of this arranged marriage for Thomasheen is if the system 
changes "so that people can have enough to live on without having to resort to 
grim things like this. You'll have to change human nature and then find a substitute 
for poverty" (115). This issue of marriage for convenience will be seen again in 
Bogman, in another village in Connemara. This is a reality of the common peasant 
life throughout the West, even as late as the 1940s when Quench is set. While 
much of the rest of the world tries to plan its marriages around love, there were still 
instances in Ireland where convenience was more important than feelings.
There were several reactions to Macken's first published piece of writing. 
Before it was censored by the Board of Censors of the Irish state. Quench received 
a reaction against it from local papers because of its melodramatic view. Those 
protesting it did so because they believed the melodrama to be untrue.® Macken 
wrote it, however, because it was true. The toil of living off the land, the rivalry, 
the hatred, the unrequited love, the forbidden passion, the lovelessness of marriage, 
and the necessity for marrying outside of love—all of it was true. The reaction 
against it was an attempt to ignore the reality of life in the Connemara hills. But 
Macken, like Stephen, had written every word based on his observations of what 
went on around him in the West.
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/  Am Alone
Published in 1949 , 1 Am Alone is set in pre-World War II London. It shares 
the times of Patrick Moore after he has exiled himself to England to earn a living 
and have a better life than could be found in the country in the West of Ireland. 
Alone is the only novel of Macken's not set in Ireland. It is also the most 
autobiographical of these four novels.
Pat leaves his sister, his brother-in-law and his five nieces and nephews to 
go to London. After his arrival in Wales, and as he rides the train to London, 
differences between Ireland and Great Britain prove to be less than he had 
expected:
He regarded the landscape. Why, he thought, slightly shocked, the fields are 
green! Then he laughed. Another illusion gone. Naturally enough. You heard 
so much about the green Emerald Isle, and all the green banners and flags, 
and St Patrick in his green robes, and the green shamrock, and the green 
uniforms of the army, and green kilts, and his own town a great combination 
of grey stone and green trees. Wasn't it only natural in a way that you 
unconsciously came to believe that Ireland was green and that therefore 
every other country must be a different colour? Well, what had he expected? 
Had he expected the green fields of England to be coloured red or a mixture 
of the Union Jack? But they were unmistakably green.®
From this point on, however, the differences become more apparent; he sees them
in house structures and hears it in pronunciation and vocabulary. With these, Pat
moves on to a new stage in his life even though he still carries much of Ireland with
him.
Pat represents the common man of Ireland, even though he is living in 
England. Despite his surroundings, he is still "a sort of copybook edition of the 
common or garden man, getting enjoyment out of small things and making 
adventures out of simple things" (151). He is silent in the midst of questioning by 
authorities about his friends Seamus and Jojo. He does not volunteer information.
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and only responds to the questions. When asked if he knew anything about 
Seamus' actions in the bombings, Pat says he did not know, which is true. What 
he does not volunteer is that he gave Seamus his bicycle that afternoon to help him 
escape to London from the suburbs. While he does not agree with what Seamus is 
doing, he still considers Seamus to be his friend. He looks at him based on who he 
is and not what he does. This is similar to the common men from his heritage who 
would not volunteer information about rebels in their midst, only admitting to what 
was safe to admit. This shows up again in Macken's trilogy as a key characteristic 
of the common man. Also, as Pat travels to the Potter's house after the birth of his 
son, he shows the zeal of the common man for life. He is walking down the street 
when "there on that dignified tree-clad street, he did a very strange thing. He 
leaped into the air with his arms spread out and he roared into the sky. 'Yahoo!' 
roared Pat" (250). This maneuver, in the midst of the preparations for war that are 
happening on the London streets, is reminiscent of Gene Kelly as he sings in the 
rain, mindless to the torrent around him because life is good/ Despite the air-raids 
and the preparations for response to and shelter from these, Pat can jump into the 
air and shout for joy because his life is good. He may have no job, and war may be 
on the horizon, but he has a new son and a wife that he loves. And that makes life 
wonderful for him, just as it does with his sister Cissie and brother-in-law Jim back 
in Ireland.
Because of the many personal reflections of Pat Moore as he adjusts to life 
in England, there is an internal aspect to the novel that was not seen as much in 
Quench. The problem that the publishers had with Alone was the fact that it was 
too internal. Unlike Quench, it had no romantic sweep. The romance of Pat and
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Lelia, the woman he was "in love" with before he married Maureen, is superficial, 
unlike the soul mating of Stephen and Kathleen. The romance of Pat and Maureen 
is practical, unlike the blinding passion of Stephen and Kathleen. Because of this, 
the publishers fought against publishing it. It is not known why they changed their 
minds; it is known that Macken made no changes.®
Seamus, a man "who came from near [Pat's] own place at home" (172), is 
reminiscent of Gypo Nolan in Liam O'Flaherty's The Informer. The immense size of 
Gypo is in keeping with Seamus. Gypo is large, a "great fierce giant,"® a man who 
is "strong, big, s ilent. . . stupid" (26). He is similar in form to Seamus. Seamus is 
"like a giant out of a fairy tale. A monster of a man, stripped to the waist, as brown 
as a sod of dried turf, with arms like legs, shoulders like a Hereford bull's and a 
smile like a sun breaking through the clouds" (36). Another similarity is their love 
for Ireland and their willingness to do anything for her. Gypo is a released member 
of the Revolutionary Organization. He was a partner of Francis Joseph McPhillip, 
the man he informed on for £20, in nefarious acts against the Free-Staters during 
the Civil War. Seamus involves himself in the bombings in London because, in the 
words of Jojo, a fellow bomber, the "Government that was the heir of the 
revolution betrayed the revolution. They didn't get Ireland. They got a castrated 
corpse" (183). While Gypo and Seamus are similar in form and action, they are not 
similar in temperament. Seamus is loved by everyone—the Potters, the Percys, Pat 
and Maureen. Gypo, however, is only loved by Katie Fox, "an abandoned woman, 
known as such even among the prostitutes of the brothel quarter, a drug fiend, a 
slattern, an irresponsible creature" (25). Katie loves him "in her own amazing way. 
The last remains of her womanhood loved him as she might have loved a mate"
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(26). This love from Katie is much different from the love that Seamus incited.
Even though he has brought the police to their house, the Percy's, the couple he 
was living with, cannot believe that Seamus has been involved in the bombings.
Mrs. Percy "couldn't stop cryin'. I like Seamus. The laughs he used to give me. I 
couldn't believe it, I tell you. It would be like if me own son turned out bad" (162).
Seamus is like other characters of Macken's in that he returns to Galway, to 
the West, something that Pat never does. Seamus is forced by circumstances to 
leave London. This is a good move for Seamus because he loves Galway and is 
always defending her in the company of other Irishmen who are from other areas.
He will be returning to the place where he can look at the sea and "be out in a 
currach in the sea at Rosmuc" (43) and smell the turf fire, all things that he missed 
by being in England.
Pat's life, in many ways, mimics the life that Macken lived in London. Pat 
refuses to get involved in the IRA bombings, but he still helps his friends due to 
some sense of camaraderie that comes from being from the same part of the world. 
Macken, despite all efforts to remain neutral and show all sides of any political 
issue in many of his writings, tended to have a nationalist tendency in his writing. 
However, Macken would not have condoned the violence of the bombings. Pat 
comes from Galway to work in London and, for a short time, becomes an insurance 
agent. Macken came from Galway with the specific intention to work as an 
insurance agent in London—a job that his sisters obtained for him. Also, just as 
Maureen gives birth to a son, Peggy also gave birth to a son in London.
These events and people show strong resemblances to Macken's life as he 
lived in London and to the intricacies of being an Irishman in London; they also
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share some of the difficulties found in newly married life in a foreign land, 
something Macken had to deal with himself.
Rain on the Wind
The Claddagh district on Galway Bay is the setting for Macken's Rain on the 
Wind. It is the story of Mico M6r, a young child who has been physically marked 
since birth. This marking makes him uncommon in his household, but in many 
ways makes him as common as the other men in the West. This was Macken's 
most critically acclaimed novel. It shared in stark reality the life of the Claddagh 
fishermen. The life of Mico Mdr comes straight from the lives of those who lived in 
poverty in the thatched-roof cottages of the Claddagh District on Galway Bay.
Mico has a disfigured face. To have a mark like his-one that "stretched 
from his forehead, took in half of his left eye, spread over the whole side of his 
face, and then lengthened like a flat dark purple finger into the jersey at his 
neck"’°-is  like having a mark from God, a mark that says bad things will happen 
to him and because of him. This mark made him stand out, especially when things 
went wrong.
However, it is not until Mico goes to the Connemara hills to stay with his 
Uncle James that he gains acceptance in spite of his marked face. Delia exiles 
Mico to her brother's farm because Tommy has come home with a fever from being 
out all night in the rain. She blames Mico for Tommy's fever and sends him off.
The night before his departure, Delia goes to his bedroom that he shares with Gran 
and exiles him from her house:
"You're goin' away!" she said. "You're goin' away! Do you hear that?
Tomorrow morning your father's putting you on the bus and you're going
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out to live with your Uncle James. He'll find use for your idle hands and he'll 
take you out of my sight. Do you hear? Out of my sight. You have your 
brother out there now with a fever high in him. He'll be lucky if he doesn't 
go down with pneumonia and it's all your fault. Every bit is your fault. You'll 
clear out to hell from the Claddagh and give me and every mother in it 
freedom from your wanton ways, leadin' their sons into all sorts of 
blackguardry. I'll have peace for a while with nobody pointing the finger at 
me" (90-91).
After this, Mico acknowledges to himself his own insecurities about his face, and 
asks Gran why he has to go away, wondering why bad things always happen when 
he is around so that he gets the blame because he is so big. Gran has no response. 
But the people that live near his Uncle James do not notice him and his mark. This 
is because
people in the lonely places were used to things that were marked. They were 
marked themselves. Many of them wore the scars of their hard living, broken 
bones badly reset and wounds from a fight that had flared and died and left 
visible scars. They were used to the mark of God that came on their childer 
and swept them away to die in fantastic places like hospitals in faraway and 
incredible towns. God's marks. (99)
The difficulty of living in the boggy land and the unpredictable climate of
Connemara show aspects of rural and maritime life in the West. Macken's
depictions share what the common man lived through.
On top of this acceptance from the people in Connemara, Mico also finds
that there is a girl, Maeve, who is not revolted by his marked face, as he assumes
all girls must be by the horrific sight of his face. She accepts him with his mark,
stating "'The mark doesn't matter really'" (100). She reminds him that a mark is
on the skin, and
"sure the skin never matters. It's what's in the skin that does. Some spuds 
have very good skins and they're as bad as bad can be in the middle, and 
some of the spuds with bad skins that you'd think maybe I better throw  
away that one, well, those are the ones that are very floury and have good 
hearts" (101).
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This comment from Maeve restores Mico, giving him some hope that he can be
loved and accepted because it is not the mark that makes the man; it is the heart
that makes the man.
However, Mico still carries the superstitions about his mark. He continues to
believe that most of the bad things that happen to those he loves is a result of him
having the mark on his face. As he reflects back on several years, he prays to God
that he will be free from his jinx:
What do I want? Sure God above must know what I want, not to have me 
bringin' misfortune on everybody I meet, that's the principal thing. I want to 
be left alone, so that I can go me own quiet unobtrusive way without 
bringing misfortune on everybody's head. He had come to believe that now. 
(255)
His reflection, as he kneels in the church, shows how the pains of the past remain 
with him today. In many ways, he suffers more now from the earlier reactions to 
his mark than he did as a child when the comments were made. He is now unable 
to realize that people love him and accept him. Just as Maeve said should happen. 
But he has hope. As Mico continues to kneel in the church, he finishes his prayer 
to God:
Let things rest for a while, and if they go on fair and square for a good time, 
mebbe I can say then. Ah well, the jinx has gone now to scrape somebody 
else, and it will be all right for me to take a cautious step or two in the 
direction I want to go. That was easy. He wanted very little. His bread he 
could earn himself, and if it was slack he could tighten his belt. He just 
wanted her, if that was possible. (255)
For all these years, since he was a young lad of fourteen, Mico has loved Maeve.
He loved her the year that he spent with Uncle James. He loved her while she was
married to his friend Coimfn. He loved her while she mourned Coimfn after the
Cleggan disaster, a supernatural storm off the coast of Cleggan that killed many of
the local fishermen—the fathers and sons and husbands of the surrounding area.
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Always, since the day she placed her hand on his mark and told him of the potato 
skins, he has loved her. Now that she is in Galway to attempt to make a new life 
for herself, he wishes that God would let him have her. He wants to establish 
roots with her in Galway.
At the end of the novel, Mico is out to sea, having run there to escape the 
pain of finding Maeve with his brother Tommy. Mico retreats toward his boat—his 
only refuge in the storm that rages within him. However, there is also a storm that 
is raging in the bay. Mico heads out into it, intent on ending his life. But reason 
eventually intervenes and he realizes that he cannot ruin the boat, that "great oui 
beautiful black bitch" (320) that provides sustenance for him and his family. He 
cannot deprive his family of their only livelihood. He manages to turn the boat 
around, but he still hasn't seen the people nervously waving at him from the shore. 
He does not see his father and mother and grandfather—his father who is crying, his 
mother who is reaching out to him with her thin hands, and his grandfather who is 
either cursing or praying. As he nears shore, he sees them. He sees the people 
from the district crowded around. He sees Maeve, her hair and clothes plastered to 
her in the rain as she cries for him on her knees at the shore. He sees the ones 
who love him and wish for him to come back to life with them. While he fights the 
outside rain on the wind, the storm inside him has cleared. This exhibits the 
sentimentality so often seen in Macken's writing. Macken ends his novel with hope 
that life will continue and Mico will find his place among the people who love him.
In addition to local acclaim for the novel. Rain received international acclaim. 
An anonymous reviewer in Hibernia, comparing Macken to Synge and O'Flaherty, 
states that
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Mr. Macken is no imitator of these or any other author. The very familiarity 
of the setting helps to highlight the individuality of his work. . . .  I think only 
a Galwayman could appreciate and pin down on paper the subtle but deep 
gulf between the two communities [of the Claddagh and Connemara]. . . . 
Rain on the Wind should earn for Mr. Macken a place in the Pantheon of Irish 
writers.”
Margaret Williamson, in a review in Christian Science Monitor, says, "Here is an 
Irish novel which is, most felicitously, different from the average. . . . The author 
was born in Galway town, so it is his own country of which he writes. With utter 
clarity and conviction he describes it and its people."’® Richard Harrity claims 
Macken has "created an unforgettable picture of a poor Galway fishing village and 
the grim, ceaseless struggle its rugged and simple people carry on against the 
sea."’® These reviews show that Macken presented the life of the Galway 
fishermen in a realistic way. He presented to the world a life that was filled with 
tragedy and triumph. And he did it in a way that was different from some of the 
others who had attempted to write about the Claddagh district and its inhabitants.
A comparison can be made between John Millington Synge's Riders to the 
Sea and Macken's Rain with the keening of those who have been lost at sea. 
Maurya, in Riders, has lost her husband, her father-in-law and all six of her sons to 
the sea. Stephen and Shawn "were lost in the great wind, and found after in the 
Bay of Gregory of the Golden Mouth."’* They were followed by another son and 
her husband and her father-in-law: "Sheamus and his father, and his own father 
again were lost in a dark night, and not a stick or sign was seen of them when the 
sun went up" (70). After them was Patch, who "was drowned out of a curagh that 
turned over" (70). Bartley, only just preceded in death by Michael, who was found 
in the waters off Donegal, is the last of them to die by the sea. This is similar to 
the deaths that happened with the Cleggan disaster. Maeve mourns the death of
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Coimfn and the other inhabitants of Cleggan and its vicinity mourn the loss of their 
sons and husbands and fathers. Just as Maurya keens her sons, the inhabitants of 
Cleggan keen their dead.
Both Synge, with Riders, and Macken used similar approaches to their 
writing. While visiting the Aran Islands, Synge wrote in his journal about his 
experiences and the stories he had heard. Riders is based on an excerpt from The 
Aran Islands titled "The Grey Horse."’® The gray pony that knocks Bartley into the 
sea is derived from the grey horse in this excerpt. The horse represents those who 
have died young, as Bartley's brother Michael has died young. However, the 
contrast between the journal and the drama is that when the woman is knocked 
from the grey horse in the journal, she lives. When Bartley is knocked into the sea 
by the gray pony, upon which Maurya sees the dead Michael riding, he dies. This 
use of another story is similar to what Macken did with his story.
Macken created this story after he heard a story of a young boy falling into 
the bay. He took that incident and created the first chapter of Rain. From there he 
created the life of Mico Mdr based on the life he had seen all his years living in 
Galway. He had known the Claddagh district from childhood. He had heard the 
stories and knew how to share their story, their life, with the world. He and Peggy 
had also lived right outside the district when they lived on Grattan Road during 
Macken's managerial time at An Taibhdhearc. Father Walter remembers a time 
when he encountered a fisherman while they were both walking the Strand in 
Galway. They introduced themselves to each other, and when the fisherman found 
out that Father Walter was Walter Macken's son, he commented that Rain was one 
of the few books that he had read. He was amazed and thrilled that Macken had
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written so accurately of the life of a Claddagh fisherman. He could envision all that 
Macken wrote because he lived those same events daily through his own fishing 
life.’® Macken, in his depiction of the lives of Claddagh fishermen through the 
character Mico M6r, caught the essence of that life and shared the triumphs and 
tragedies of it in such a manner that he had impressed one of its own with the 
reality in the fiction. He displayed the lives of the fishermen in the West in an exact 
representation of those lives.
The Bogman
Macken turns from Galway Bay and the Claddagh district to the interior of 
the bogland in The Bogman. Cahal Kinsella returns from the industrial school in 
Galway to his grandfather's home in Caherlo. During his fifteen to twenty years at 
Barney Kinsella's house, Cahal manages to marry unthinkingly a woman who is 
more than twice his age, to alienate uncaringly the village, and to pin down 
unerringly the characters of the village in song.
Each chapter begins with a song that Cahal has invented. The early songs 
do not make fun of the villagers so they are not considered problematic. But the 
later songs are based on events that Cahal has twisted about people in the 
surrounding area. With the early songs, people laugh. But when the bard turns his 
wit toward individuals, tempers flare and resentments fester. Cahal's first song is 
Races o f Caherlo, a story he got from Peder and then sang to the people at Bridie 
Killeen's going-away hooley. People laugh and clap and cheer Cahal as he finishes 
his song on the melodeon. But when he makes a song about Sonny Murphy, a son 
of the wealthiest land owner in Caherlo, things begin to be troublesome. Sonny
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does not appreciate the fact that Cahal's song, which deals with him being tricked 
into paying more for the Killeen farm than he had intended, is being sung by 
villagers. Peder warns Cahal, "songs can be very dangerous things. They can hurt 
more than a weapon. You want to be careful."”  But Cahal takes no heed of 
Peder's words. He responds that "It's the privilege of the bard to be like that"
(176). As was done in the Irish Literary Revival, he turns to the ancient times to 
justify the present. He does not rely on the mythic characters, though. He just 
uses the past to rationalize his actions. In this sense, he is uncommon. His wit, 
which can at times be seen in other of Macken's characters, goes beyond the 
common man. He has become like the revered bards of old—the bards who were 
one day praised and the next turned out of a home for their wit.
Cahal's wit soon becomes even more troublesome for the villagers. His 
actions are uncommon for a man in a small village. His next song is about Peder 
and the Canon. He wittily twists a story concerning the two of them that again has 
the people singing, this time behind Peder and the Canon instead of behind Sonny. 
After Barney's funeral, Cahal is summoned to the Canon's home, where he is 
warned about the people that he is singing about. The Canon tells him, "Listen, 
man, I know those villages. Haven't I been giving them sermons and listening to 
their confessions all me life? Leave them alone. Become a part of them or they'll 
vomit you out, and then where will you be?" (240) Cahal listens to this and 
responds that it is all for a laugh, which the Canon understands. But Cahal needs 
to learn that "they have [him] on their minds now and everything [he does] will be 
blown up" (240) because "there are men in [his] village who don't like [him] and 
they will pull [him] down" (239). While the Canon appreciates the wit in the songs.
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he sees the trouble that standing out in a small community can create. And it does. 
Peder censures Cahal as he leaves the Canon's house. The man who could at one 
time also see a joke is now haranguing Cahal because it is now his name that is in 
the song and being sung on the streets. This action of reproval by Peder is picked 
up by the rest of the inhabitants until, after several problems with the community, 
Cahal is asked to leave.
But he is almost not given that chance. He is run out of town with blood 
running down his face and Mâire, the woman he loves, valiantly running at his side. 
Left behind are Peder and Jamesey and Sonny, the main instigators in running out 
Cahal and the ones who feel put upon the most by Cabal's songs. In an attempt to 
get back at Cahal for all that he has done to them, they run out Cahal and also plan 
to run out/harm Mâire, whose missing arm is a reminder to them of the shame of 
their boycott of Cabal's threshing. It is Cabal's hearing of their plan for Mâire that 
prompts him to escape from his assailants and run to take her away with him.
Thus they leave behind them the tragedy and containment of Caherlo. Cahal has 
removed himself from his loveless marriage to Julia, who is twice his age, and has 
left for the hope of tomorrow that endlessly lies along the path under the birches 
that leads to their new life. Cahal, the uncommon man among a village full of 
common men, could not have stayed because "there's no harm in the songs, but 
there might be harm in the minds of the men that don't like them" (297).
In many ways, Cahal is similar to the character Red Hanrahan in W. 8.
Yeats' stories in The Secret Rose and Stor/es of Red Hanrahan. Owen Hanrahan 
the Red is "a tall, strong, red-haired young man"’® known for his drunkenness from 
"the Brew of the Little Pot" (139) and his lyric poetry. Cahal, who has also found a
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liking for whatever will make him drunk, is tall, but has a wild look about him from
the great blackness of him:
The Canon, for his part, saw a tall, very black-looking country boy who was 
no longer a boy but a man, with black hair uncovered and falling over his 
forehead, a deep furrow between his eyes and lines bisecting his strong 
jaws. Odd eyes, the Canon thought, very odd eyes. "You're a black-lookin' 
devil," said the Canon (236).
Owen Hanrahan is known as Hanrahan the Red that he "may be known from that
ignorant rhymer whom they have named the Gaelic'" (146); Cahal is known as the
Black Bastard and the Bogman. Both men carry names that distinguish them from
others; however, Cahal's names are not meant to distinguish in the same positive
light that Hanrahan's is meant to distinguish. Cahal's name are meant to
distinguish because of spite and hatred. This spite and hatred comes to both
because they have achieved notoriety with their songs. Hanrahan has been both
reviled and revered for his songs. When he sings the song about the old folk in
"The Curse of Red Hanrahan," he is run out of town for placing the curse upon
them. But he is remembered fondly for his song about Mary Lavell in "Red
Hanrahan." Cahal's songs, despite the anger they incite from those who are being
sung about, make it into print and he is sung in several parishes.
Red Hanrahan differs from Cahal in that he is not married, only cavorting
with various women as he encounters them. In "Kathleen the Daughter of Hoolihan
and Hanrahan the Red," Hanrahan finds himself wandering after again having been
cast out of a town. When he sees Margaret Rooney, a woman from his youth in
Munster, he accepts her offer of company because "he was tired of wandering, and
desired domestic peace and women to listen to the tale of his troubles and to
comfort him" (151). He has traveled everywhere and will take any solace from any
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woman he can find, even the aging Margaret who "looked in the dimness not at all 
uncomely" (152). However, Cahal, in the dismalness of his loveless marriage, finds 
himself wandering to escape the attentions of his wife Julia because she is not the 
woman that he desires comfort from. He desires domestic peace, but it can only 
come in the form of Mafre. He wants a woman to listen to the tale of his troubles, 
but he does not find this in Julia. He can only find it in Mafre. However, he cannot 
have Mafre. Thus, he wanders into town to drink and spend time with women in 
the bars.
Cahal's bardic poetry allows Macken to display his poetic muse. The fact 
that Cahal also plays the melodeon coincides with Macken's musical tendencies.
He was known to have a great singing voice’®, as does Cahal. He would make up 
poems about people, like one about the Galway boy Johnny Green, as does Cahal. 
At the time of his death, he was said to be working on a theatrical musical on the 
life of Father James McDuyer. All of these writings and recollections show 
Macken's lyrical and poetic tendencies. He writes poems in other works, including 
The Silent People and "The Wasteland" in Green Hills. Macken ends "The 
Wasteland" with "Only dimly did he understand that no wasteland can afford a 
poet."^° This would explain part of why Macken did not devote as much time to 
poetry as he did to his other writings. It also sheds light on Cahal's dilemma. The 
West of Ireland is similar to a wasteland—there is mostly subsistent living and a 
wasteland of life, as evidenced by Cahal's young life and his troubles with the 
closed community of Caherlo, and as seen in the lives of the farmers and the 
fishermen in Connemara and the Claddagh. This type of life can only embrace a 
poet for so long. Soon, the poet must move on to new towns and new countries.
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CHAPTER FOUR 
THE LATER NOVELS
Between 1954 and 1967, Walter Macken had six novels published, three of 
which were his historical trilogy. The other three—5u/rsef on the Window Panes 
(1954), Sullivan (1957), and Brown Lord o f the Mountain (1967)—showed a marked 
difference in Macken's style and content. He continued with his sentimental way 
of writing in Sullivan, but Sunset and Lord veered from the sentimental more into 
the tragic, similar to Rain on the Wind and elements of Quench the Moon and The 
Bogman. This brought another look at Irish life.
Sunset is set in Boola, a village in the Connemara valley. It again shares 
rural life in the West of Ireland. Sullivan roams from Galway to Dublin to London to 
the provincial theatres of New England and New York City, following the title 
character Sullivan in his theatrical endeavors. Sullivan is a Galway-man and his 
travels are an attempt to get away from the impoverished living in which he was 
raised. Lord is set in the Mountain, a village in Connemara that has been secluded 
from many of the modern influences of life, it portrays what happens when a 
small, rural village meets the modern world and all of its glories and horrors. These 
all continue to share aspects of what the common man did in the West of Ireland.
There are still elements of Macken's life to be seen in these three—especially 
in Sullivan, which is about a young actor trying to be successful in the theatre to
47
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get as far away from Duke Street as he can. This is most reminiscent of Macken's 
life at An Taibhdhearc, the Abbey Theatre, and on Broadway. But the other two do 
not show strong ties to Macken's life. Sunset is the story of Bart O'Breen, a young 
man never touched by life until the final scenes. Lord portrays the middle-aged life 
of Donn Donnschleibhe, a man recently returned from his youthful adventures. 
Neither of these characters fits in with Macken's life. Also, these three continue 
what began with Cahal in Bogman. They all three are uncommon men among the 
common man.
However, similar to the previous novels is an affinity, or desire, for the 
West. Bart, Sullivan, and Donn have all left Ireland for other parts of the world.
But all three return, sometimes for unknown reasons. They all will find themselves 
back in the West—their home that is always with them.
Sunset on the Window Panes
Set in a small village in Connemara, Sunset on the Window Panes tells the
story of Bartholomew O'Breen, a young cynic who finds little worth or enjoyment in
life and who gives that lack of worth or enjoyment to those around him with the
shame and pain he brings-shame to his family and Sheila Brendan, pain to Breeda
Cooper and his brother Joseph Baun.
The story begins after Bart has been expelled from school for assaulting an
instructor. When he finally arrives at home, Mabbina, his mother, is waiting for
him. She begins her tirade by reading the letter from the school aloud to Bart.
Then she brings on the censure:
"You have shamed us," his mother said. "There's nothing I can do about it. 
There is no way I can punish you. I wish I could. If you were smaller I'd strip
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the clothes off you and beat you black and blue. I'd try and beat some of the 
sin out of you. Don't you fee! yourself that you have done wrong? Is there 
not the slightest feeling of sorrow inside you for what you have done?"’
Bart tells her he is not sorry, and that he wants to continue his education. She "hit
him, reaching up, half crouching, from her chair. There were sparks coming out of
her eyes" (35). He calmly takes her punishment:
"I'll educate you, you lout," she said. "You with an education! What has all 
the money I have lavished on your education done for you to date? The only 
education you'll get is the education of sweat, something you never had, 
something your dirty idle body needs. Get out of my sight, will you, before I 
hit you with something harder." (35)
As has always been the case, Bart loses the battle with his mother. She has
determined that his actions have shamed the family. He not only stands out among
the common men as an educated man, but also as one who failed.
The shame that eventually forces him to leave town comes from the
pregnancy of Sheila, a pretty young girl from the village. A child is conceived on a
night of celebration; this again brings shame to Bart's family, but it also brings
shame to the young Sheila and the Brendan family. Mabbina is remorseless in her
censure of her son and banishes him from Boola:
"A good name," she said. "I had a good name always, and you have taken it 
and walked on it. No sense of decency. No sense of right or wrong. Only 
what is good for you. No thought for others. Just take, take, take and take, 
and in the taking kill, people and good names and morals and all that is 
decent. You! You! Long ago I should have put you out. Long ago. If I had the 
courage. If I had the hardness of heart. Now there would be less people 
unhappy. Now get into the room and get out. Ten minutes. I swear it. Ten 
minutes or I'll throw them out." (112-13)
Bart, in looking at the outraged countenance of his mother, smirks at the good
woman that is before him. This maddens her:
"Doesn't it mean anything to you what you have done to that girl?" she 
asked. "Does what her life is going to be mean nothing at all to you? The 
agony she will go through for you and the shame and the misery of her
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existence on account of you. Doesn't it mean anything at all to you?
Anything at all?" (113)
Bart decides that he will no longer do the right thing, as he originally planned, and 
says "She is on her own now" (113) to Mabbina's beseeching questions. Thus, he 
leaves Sheila, his family and the Brendan family to live with the shame that takes 
"away the way you held your head or walked among the people or talked from a 
good heart" (106). Again, he does the uncommon thing for the common village of 
Boola.
The bitterness of shame, however, is nothing compared to the physical harm 
that happens through Bart. While Bart was waiting to go home after being expelled 
from school, he meets Breeda on the road. There is a quarrel between Breeda and 
Bart, and Breeda and Joseph, who came to intervene, go tumbling into the sea 
because the quarrel happens near the edge of a cliff. Breeda hits her head on a 
rock and is blinded from the blow. Bart's responsibility for Breeda's condition is 
talked about by the villagers because if something bad happens, chances are Bart 
was there and involved in it. Bart must now deal with the responsibility of having 
caused Breeda's blindness by his violent actions. He tries to tell himself, and 
others, that the fall Just happened because the cliff gave way: "His own story about 
the collapse of the cliff was beginning to sound right in his own ears" (24).
However, the town knows that Bart is responsible. His mother knows:
"What happened?" she asked.
"Nothing much," [Joseph] said. "Just we were on the cliff and it
caved and we fell into the sea."
"It was his fault, wasn't it?" she demanded.
"No," he said. "It was nobody's fault. It just happened."
"You're covering up for him again," she said. (28)
John Willie Baun, Bart's stepfather, who is usually so neutral in situations, has
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already heard that Bart was responsible by the time Bart arrived at home:
"You know the little Cooper girl, John Willie?” Bart asked.
"Yes," said John Willie. "Grand girl. Great father. Nice mother.
Pity."
"More pity is needed now," said Bart. "We fell off the cliff below.
You heard that?"
"Yes, yes, man. Heard you threw them both over." (32)
And as Suck Brendan waits for Bart to come in off the turbulent lake with Breeda, 
soon before he and Bart fight over what has happened to Sheila, he reflects on 
what Bart has already done to Breeda: "He saw the girl in the boat. The girl. 
Another one. The world knew what he had done to her. Wasn't it all his fault that 
she was like that too?" (108). It is Bart's fault that Breeda must now learn to live 
without seeing through her eyes. Again, Bart shows himself to be an uncommon 
man among the quiet lives in Boola.
Joseph also hit his head that day, and later finds that his goal to become a 
priest will not happen because he no longer has the ability to retain information that 
he had before he hit his head. This becomes painfully obvious in the scenes with 
him at College. The students dread the days that Joseph must give his sermons 
before the class. Even the instructor, who does not "exactly dislike Joseph," feels 
"uncomfortable about him and his lapses of memory" (124). This inability to 
remember what he has read and what he has written forces the College, after 
several attempts (and years) to give him the benefit of the doubt, to send him on 
his way and rethink his chosen "vocation." He has now been "shamed" because of 
Bart's violent actions that fateful day. Joseph's release devastates him.
After hearing the news of this, Mabbina collapses from a stroke and soon 
dies. Joseph now feels that her stroke was his fault because he could not be the 
son she wanted him to be. Eventually, as he continues to live with his brother Luke
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and his sister-in-law Martha, he is forced by Martha to get out working in the bogs;
while there, he sees a vision of the Mother of God; he later claims to have been
told that she will return on the May day. The news of this spreads because Bart,
who has returned to the West of Ireland from his wanderings, tells the story of his
brother to the people he sells his knick-knacks and supplies to. His sole intention in
doing this is to make a profit from all the people who will show up in Boola to
witness whether Joseph is real or is a fraud. Because Bart has subtly prompted all
these people to show up, Joseph's safety is now in danger. When Joseph does not
see the image at the appointed hour, the people turn on him and begin to pick up
clods of dirt to toss at him. As Joseph descends the hill, the dirt gives way to
stones. When Joseph arrives back at the house, he has been severely beaten and
flayed by the stones that have connected with his flesh. He soon dies, but
everyone in the room is left with the impression "that a bright light was being lit in
the room" (254). While Martha denounces it as only the sunset on the window
panes, the others in the room get down on their knees and acknowledge the
supernatural light. Joseph has been redeemed by this light. And upon seeing this,
Bart rushes out of the room
with a terrible face on him running away from the house of his brother, a 
tortured face, people said he had on him, and he was running and running 
and it seemed to some that he was crying . . . .  He Just ran and ran, his arm 
up over his eyes. (255)
At last, Bart is able to suffer like those he has caused to suffer. His partial
responsibility for Joseph's fate tears away at him. His witness of the light shows
his wrong. He has finally gotten what Breeda said he needed all along: "He wants
a good pain, Bart does. He wants a good pain more than anyone else I know. But
he will never have a pain. People like Bart never have pains" (76). Bart has a pain
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now. He has finally joined the common man in his ability to feel pain in his life. 
After years of nothingness, after years of laughing at the pain of others, he is 
brought to the point where he has a "good pain" more than anyone else. Joseph 
has become the redemptive crucifix for Bart, restoring Bart to the world of the 
living. Bart's pain brings him to life, with all of its harsh realities. Even though Bart 
runs away from this pain, he finally feels it. It has taken Joseph's death and 
redemption to bring Bart to life.
In some respects, Bart's character is similar to Rita Lomasney in Frank 
O'Connor's "The Mad Lomasneys." Rita, like Bart, hides herself behind a cynical 
veneer. She is not ashamed of the things she has done, only upset over the 
inconveniences of the consequences. When she gets released from the convent 
she is working at, she does not regret that she was part of "ruining" Tony 
Donoghue, who was in school for the priesthood. She appreciated him, even 
thought she loved him. But there is no remorse In her over what happened with 
Tony and his future. All she regrets is that she was forced to leave him. She is 
also unrepentant when she marries Justin over Ned. She decides that whoever 
comes to the house first she will marry. So she marries Justin. She knows that 
Ned loves her, and she actually cares for Ned, but she will not admit to anything 
soft like that, for there "seemed to be no softness in her. . . . There was something 
in her they didn't understand, something tongue-tied, twisted, and unhappy. . . .  At 
home she was reserved, watchful, almost mocking."^ This compares with Bart's 
demeanor at home and with those around him. He seems definitely to be unhappy, 
but much of it seems to come from him not being understood for not having any 
softness in him.
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Bart's running away with his arms over his eyes is the first and only time in 
Macken's novels that he does not end the novel with hope. In Quench, the story 
ended with Stephen lying in the road after being knifed, having finally decided to 
live despite the death of the love of his life. But there was still hope. With Sunset, 
the sense of hope is not there. The sentimentality is not there, which may be why 
Sunset has been called "Macken's most violent tale to date."®
Sullivan
Having a setting that travels from the West of Ireland to Dublin to London to 
New York City, Sullivan portrays the life of Terence Anthony Sullivan, an aspiring 
young actor determined to make it to the top so that he can return to Duke Street 
in a limousine, his symbol of prosperity; he wants to "get out of Duke Street. . . . 
to get Duke Street out of [his] bones and [his] blood, with all its nagging making-do, 
all its bloody borderline poverty."* This novel is, like i  Am  Alone, autobiographical.
It is also the most sentimental in its conclusion.
Key players in Sullivan's drama-called-life are Tony and Pi. Tony Mahon 
discovers Sullivan while he plays the role of Diarmid in a school play. Sullivan joins 
Tony's theatre, and thus begins a friendship that lasts through the years of bit parts 
and big parts, failures and flourishments, for both of them. In the end, however, 
Tony decides to no longer be an actor. After going to New York to play his original 
part in The Hazel Shell, Tony meets Brother Clancy while they help a man who has 
been mugged in the streets, and his life is now turned toward a higher calling. He 
retains his ties with Pi and Sullivan, but he has moved on to helping those who 
cannot help themselves, those who can be found in "the hospital or the prisons or
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the slums, or the side streets where men are mugged” (244). Brother Mahon is still 
acting, but now he is acting out of charity instead of to get a response from an 
audience. Tony returns to the common man in his attempts to help the less- 
privileged on the streets of New York City.
More crucial to Sullivan's life is Pius Clancy, his friend from childhood while 
growing up on Duke Street. It is Pi who helps get him a job with the circus after he 
has quit a touring company run by a pompous, overbearing, aging actor. Pi 
becomes Sullivan's dresser after he returns to the stage. He follows him to London 
and New York and stays by Sullivan's side until Sullivan does the unforgivable in 
Pi's eyes. Sullivan betrays the trust his wife, Bernie, placed in him and that Pi 
attempted to protect. He packs his bags and leaves Sullivan. After this. Pi moves 
back to the previous building he and Sullivan were living in and continues to work 
at Jimo's pub and restaurant. He returns to the life of the common man. After a 
couple months of separation, however, tragedy strikes and Sullivan is now needed 
to help Pi, instead of the other way around. As Pi lies in a hospital bed, hooked up 
to various tubes and bottles to counteract the loss of blood, Tony is with him and 
realizes that Pi needs to hear from Sullivan to live again. But it is Pi and his 
triumphal return to the living that allows Sullivan to live again, just he and Bernie 
and Pi, as it always should have been. Soon Sullivan and Bernie, who came from 
Galway to help Pi, and Pi will return to Galway. This conclusion, with its "corny 
flourish of death bed sentiment and a good woman's love"® makes this the most 
sentimental of Macken's novels. He finishes the novel in a Hollywood musical 
fashion, with the evil eradicated by the departure of Sullivan from Mary's bedroom, 
and the good enforced, with the salvation of Pi's life from the clutches of death.
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The melodrama, according to a reviewer, makes this novel "Not—for this reader-as
appealing as his earlier stories."®
Sullivan, similar to /  Am Alone, strongly resembles Macken's life. He also
spent time in Dublin, London and New York acting on the stage. He did not work
with as many troupes as Sullivan did, but he did go through many of the rigors of
stage life. His time at An Taibhdhearc can be seen in the description of Tony:
Mahon himself was a dedicated man. He worked an average of twelve to 
fourteen hours a day holding the small theatre together. He designed and 
painted the scenery, he made flats and stretched the canvas on them, he 
kept the accounts, drew up the advertising, learned off long parts, trained 
raw actors to become presentable, making as he thought silk purses out of 
sows' ears. He did all this for a feverish love and enough money to keep his 
belly half full and fairly respectable clothes on his back. He knew he was not 
an oddity. There were people like himself in every country doing exactly the 
same thing. For love. (65)
This passage shares many of the things Macken did at An Taibhdhearc and also
shares some of the reasoning behind why he was so committed to this work. The
only times that he spent away from his writing were times when he was offered an
opportunity to be on the stage or on film. He had "anticipated that he would be
able to go off regularly and take roles in both the theatre and on film. While he did
get some work in the theatre, he was too far away from the centre to gain a career
as a film actor. His being away from the "center" came from his desire to write;
his roles were few  after he began pursuing a full-time writing career.
Reception for this novel was not favorable. Even Macken himself was not
pleased with it. An anonymous reviewer, from Times Literary Supplement, says:
Sullivan is at his best as a grubby boy in Galway; later it becomes
increasingly hard to believe in him as a character of any particular interest.
Mr. Macken does not help matters by employing a nervous, highly coloured
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staccato style.®
Perhaps the most fitting review of Sullivan comes from a review in San Francisco 
Chronicle-. "Sullivan is a hollow bubble."® All of which Macken knew because he 
himself felt that this novel was like "a hollow bubble."
Brown Lord o f the Mountain
The mid-1950s and early 1960s is the time setting for Brown Lord o f the
Mountain. It shares the life of Donn Donnschleibhe after he has returned from his
wanderings, a time that he spent trying to find himself. As he returns, he is unsure
of his reception in his hometown because his last time there was when he left his
pregnant w ife, Meela, on their wedding night. This again returns to elements of the
tragic with the rape of Donn's daughter. Nan. This is also a landmark for Macken in
that this is the first time he shows change, in the form of technology and modern
conveniences, in his depictions of life in the West of Ireland.
Donn returns home with all the knowledge that the world could impart to
him. However, his worldly wisdom means nothing in the village that looks like a
museum piece for how people lived in ancient days:
Great God, he thought, it hasn't changed at all!
Outside, the whole world was feverishly renewing itself, tearing 
down, building up. He had even noticed coming in the bus that many 
thatched cottages had disappeared, and that tiled cottages had taken their 
place, with electricity poles crossing the fields with ignorant arrogance. Oh, 
but not here, not in the Mountain. There was absolutely no change, no 
change at all.’°
He sees this, knowing that it must change. It must be taken from its appearance of 
"something out of the past. It's like some thing they would put up in a museum so 
that people would come to look at the way men lived a hundred years ago" (102).
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But it takes him a while to realize that the only way it will change is if he takes on 
the traditional role of Lord of the Mountain. To do this, Donn must earn the trust of 
the people, most especially his estranged wife and daughter, so that he can begin 
to implement in his hometown all that he has learned. He will be the means of 
change in his small village.
He wants people to be freed from the disease of the thatched roofs. He 
wants them to have light that will not go out because the oil has run out. He 
wants them to be able to take care of themselves and to keep the community alive 
by appealing to the young people. He begins this by going around and talking to 
the women, planting bugs in their ears about having electricity installed. After 
most of the people have talked themselves into taking on electricity, he then starts 
the idea of tearing down the thatched houses and building new, tiled houses. He 
does this with the help of Seamus Mooney, one of the villagers. He also knows 
that if he is going to talk about things, he must do them. So he has Seamus build a 
dance hall for him so he can host dances for the younger generation. He also 
recruits the grown children of the villagers to come back from the town to help 
make progress happen. He is very successful in his endeavors. The people trust 
him; they are his friends. His wife has learned to trust him again, and they again 
relive the love and passion of their youth. And Nan, his child-like daughter who is 
retarded, now knows that he is Daddy. Donn has brought change to his village, to 
one of the last remnants of the past in the West of Ireland.
However, with progress comes imperfection. In the Interlude, Donn surveys 
his land and finds contentment in the fact that he is now settling down with a good 
wife and a loving, if slow-witted, daughter. In the midst of this reflection on his
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part, there is another reflection shared by an unknown character. This unknown 
character has it in mind to appease his lust for the beautiful Nan by taking her 
without her consent because she is too ignorant to know what will be happening;
His mind fed on her, day and night. He watched her when his work 
took him to the places where she was. She seemed to him the most 
desirable person in the whole world. He felt that his life would not be 
complete until he got to know her, savoured her, and the beauty of it was 
that it would be all in ignorance. She could never tell. How could she tell 
about something when she knew so little about anything else?
The more he thought of it, the more feasible it seemed, and his mind 
was set on how he could go about it.
There must be a way, his mind said, and soon, because I am just 
plain dying with longing for that girl. (170)
This character premeditates this violent act, planning how he can do it and actually
rationalizing his actions based on Nan's retardedness. But when it actually
happens, when he finally forces the strong girl to the ground, it is not as he had
imagined. "Deeply secret in her" is not "the longing that would match his own";
despite the fact that she has "the body and the functions," she does not "react
with pleasure" (170). Nan reacts in an unexpected, but natural, way: "This girl,
struggling and screaming. She wasn't supposed to do that" (183).
Nan's rape is taken by Donn as a personal insult against him. He had gone
against Father Murphy's statement to not put all his money on the people. He had
invested his intellect, his time, his finances to helping the Mountain join the modern
world. He had helped finance Dino Tumelty's tractor so he could do the work in
the fields and not have to leave his home. He had helped the people get grants
from the government to build their houses and their bathrooms and the reservoir for
their water supply. After Sean McNulty had quit the priesthood, Donn had taken
him in to do the accounting for the store. "He knew them now. He was welcome
everywhere. He could make them laugh, because he was happy" (168). But with
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this heinous act against Nan, he feels that they have made a mockery of his 
investments. He knows that it was someone from the village, and he knows that it 
was not the whole village, but he feels that they have been the ones to betray him 
and his love. It is his people that have done this to him and his family. And this 
begins to tear down the strength of Donn. As he continues to look for who it is 
that has done this to him, his thirst for revenge can only be appeased by alcohol.
His bloodlust for the man who did this violent act against his poor daughter, this 
act that now causes her to cringe from Donn, makes him lose sight of all else that 
is going on.
Donn eventually finds out that it was Dino who raped Nan. Dino has left the 
Mountain, but Donn knows he will return for the newfound independence and 
wealth that is embodied in his tractor. And Donn, who sits and waits for him every 
night, will kill him.
Dino comes, but Donn does not kill him. The people that Donn has invested
in, the ones that he has poured himself into, surround him the night that Dino
shows up to take back his tractor. They know how he feels about Dino, but they
want him to know how they feel about him:
"You go out there, and you'll probably kill him," said Seamus. "All right. 
Maybe he should be killed, but it's you and all belonging to you who will 
suffer afterwards, and we don't think Dino is worth it. We think too much 
of you. We know how you feel, but we talked about it, and we asked who 
was more important, you or Dino, and we decided that you were; so we 
waited and now we are here and we are going to make you let Dino go." 
(269-70)
They do not want to see him in jail because of his revenge. They do not want to 
lose him as their friend, as their Lord of the Mountain. He has changed their 
homes, he has changed their lives, and now they want to repay him in the only way
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they know how. They want to give him the opportunity to have a home again. As 
the novel closes, Donn packs his bag, says goodbye to Nan, and leaves for worlds 
unknown. As he walks down the mountain. Father Murphy drives by and picks him 
up to take him into town. On the way to town, Donn is dropped off at Meela's so 
he can say goodbye to her this time, unlike the last time he left. He walks into the 
dry, warm house, sees that Meela is pregnant, and they talk about Donn's 
upcoming travels. As they talk, Donn knows that he cannot leave. He has found 
his home with his wife and their expectant child. Nan will soon have a home with 
Sean. Despite the tragedy that has occurred, all is well in the house of the brown 
Lord of the Mountain.
Most important to Lord is the element of change that comes to the Mountain 
with technology. For centuries Galway and its surrounding area has been 
characterized by a medieval appearance. Even today, it is known as Ireland's 
Renaissance City. Here is where the Gaeltacht villages abound and where Irish 
traditions can still be found in daily practice in the Connemara hills. For change to 
come to this land is important. The representation of the old can be seen in 
Bartley, who does not want electricity because "the paraffin is good enough for me. 
It'll see me out with a few  candles" (96). He refuses to abandon his thatched-roof 
cottage: "in the whole place [Donn] could only see four thatched cottages. These 
were abandoned, all except Bartley Folan's, for he clung to his thatch as he had 
clung to his still over the years. He would never yield" (167). But Bartley is the 
only one in the valley to hold on to this ideal of life. He is the only one to not 
accept the change that Donn is bringing into the valley. And he is one of the last of 
a dying breed of Irishmen clinging to what once was instead of looking ahead to
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what could be. There are still a few Bartley's in Connemara, but most have 
succumbed to the new ideas of the Donn Donnschleibhe's.
With the completion of this novel, Macken said, "Now I think I can 
write."”
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CHAPTER FIVE
THE HISTORICAL TRILOGY
James Cahalan states that the Irish "historical novel, using major events of
Irish history as a backdrop for social fiction" was one of the most "popular and
enduring" subgenres of the Irish novel and eventually its popularity "fed and [was]
fed by the increasing strength of Irish nationalism during the late nineteenth
century."’ Richard Fallis states that
it was indicative of a changing social and literary situation in Ireland that the 
1960s saw the publication of a good many historical novels in Ireland, 
novels of considerable literary craftmanship, but books directed toward the 
new middle class. That middle-aged middle class, actively involved in the 
economic expansion that marked Irish life during the decade, had matured 
after the years of the "troubles," and perhaps it found satisfaction in big 
novels on the Irish past.®
Walter Macken, in his historical trilogy, contributes to this appeal for "satisfaction
in big novels on the Irish past" by taking the quiet, thinking, rural man of Ireland
and creating historical novels that hit the seeming low points of Irish history and the
high points of Irish character.
Macken's trilogy, consisting of Seek the Fair Land, The Silent People, and
The Scorching Wind, takes his common man and marks the passage of time in
Ireland from Cromwell's invasion in 1649 to during the Irish Civil War in 1922. In
doing this, Macken shows the change in Ireland that comes through these periods
of history. With each of these novels, the sentimentality that is so evident, and so
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criticized, in Macken's writing is again seen. These common men either travel to, 
from, or in the West of Ireland. In his trilogy, Macken is also consistent with 
various Irish authors who have written about the common man of Ireland's history 
in a fictional way.
Macken, through the characters Dominick in Seek, Dualta in SHent, and 
Dominic in Wind, has set up a portrayal of the common man who survives. He is 
intelligent, devoted and diligent. And it is the strength of this quiet, rural man that 
makes him a survivor amidst the turmoils of Ireland's history.
Within these three novels, there is always flight to the West. Dominic, who 
is from the north, flees from Cromwell and his troops in Drogheda to Connaught in 
Seek. Dualta is originally from Connemara in SHent. He has the opportunity to 
leave Ireland on a ship for America, but he and his wife Una and their son take off 
for Connemara to find and live with Dualta's Uncle Marcus. Dualta knows that he 
will be able to survive the famine when he gets home to his people in Connemara. 
Dominic, in Wind, is from Galway and often returns home to his mother for physical 
sustenance and rest as he travels during the fight for Independence. This shows a 
continuation of the draw that "home" has for Macken's heroes. They always return 
to their home in the West.
Seek the Fair Land
Set during the 1650s, Seek the Fair Land shows that Dominick MacMahon, 
a survivor of the massacre at Drogheda during the Cromwellian invasion, is a 
common man. He is a simple tradesman who loves his wife Eibhlin and his 
children, Mary Ann and Peter, and he will help anyone, Irish or English, to keep the
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peace. After having to leave his home, where his wife was slain, he ends up
becoming a farmer in Connaught, tilling the land and raising livestock, a rather
common and peasant-like living that is forced upon him in his attempt to survive
Cromwell's massacre of Catholics for their land. Dominick is small and silent. But
in spite of his small size, he is strong. His strength is maintained by thoughts of his
children and surviving and happiness and settlement. He wants to survive and have
his family roots in Irish soil. He wants to be one with his Mother-lreland. And he
will, on occasion, fight for that survival and that way of life.
Seek shows the change that is coming over Ireland as Cromwell invades and
destroys. Cromwell has come in the belief that it is
a righteous Judgement of God upon these Barbarous wretches, who have 
imbrued their hands in so much innocent blood, and that it will tend to 
prevent the effusion of blood for the future, which are the satisfactory 
grounds to such Actions, which otherwise cannot but work remorse and 
regret.®
But for the Irish, it is a travesty, a loss of life and livelihood that they had previously 
known. Dominick is a man of unknown career, a self-proclaimed "servitor,"* but 
with many heavy bound books in his home. However, he must flee this life and his 
books and head "To Hell or to Connaught," as Cromwell puts it. In Connaught, 
near the hills of what is today Westport, he raises his two children by the toil of his 
hands in the rocky and boggy land of Connemara. He has changed from serving 
others in Drogheda to slaving for himself and his family in the West. Ireland must 
change because the English have come to eradicate the papists, to either kill them 
or send them away. Their lifestyles and religion must change, as Cromwell has set 
up a system where the people must move west of the River Shannon, the Catholic 
priests are outlawed, and the lands of the people are given to the English interlopers
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and invaders. Dominick's lifestyle changes as he leaves his home, as he takes with 
him an outlawed priest, and as he encounters the invaders and interlopers.
Seek ends with Dominick watching his son, Peter, ride off in a boat for a 
seminary in France; as this happens, he realizes that he will be the last of the 
MacMahons. His son, who by God's grace now speaks after many years of 
silence, will return to Ireland a priest, a tribute to their friend and teacher. Father 
Sebastian. This means that Peter will have no sons. But as Dominick sits on a 
stone feeling sorry for himself and all the pain that God has dealt him with the 
death of his beautiful wife, the death of his spiritual friend Sebastian, and the death 
of his warrior friend Murdoc, he sees Mary Ann walking up the hill with her new 
husband, Dualta, and he sees that there is still life. Mary Ann will have a child and 
they will name him Dominick, and thus lies the hope of the future.
The strength of character seen in Dominick is similar to the strength of 
character seen in other historical characters in literature. In Thomas Flanagan's The 
Year o f the French, there is Ferdy O'Donnell, a farmer from Kilcummin, who will not 
allow the Protestants he has placed under his protection, after the 1798 landing of 
the French in Killala, to be brutalized just because they are of another religion and 
happen to be British supporters. This is a fact which many of them are most 
grateful for and which many would be willing to testify to when the British forcibly 
and violently take Killala back from the rebels. Unfortunately, Ferdy is not allowed 
to hear any of the testimony that is favorable to him. He is killed in the Killala 
streets, not ten yards from the shop where Arthur Vincent Broome, one of his 
staunchest Protestant supporters, lay injured and unconscious. This protection 
from Ferdy can be seen in Dominick's relief over not having killed a British soldier
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that he wounded to escape, it is the fact that the soldier was a man, not an 
Englishman, that made him relieved at the news that the man was seen walking 
about after his encounter with him. Also, Ferdy's compassion for those around him 
who have not wronged him is similar to that of Dominick, who was willing to help 
anyone who was not a threat to his and his family's existence. Both Ferdy and 
Dominick look beyond "what" the person was and look at the need of the person 
who requires help, as long as it would not interfere with either of their plans for 
their own survival. And even then, they would at times put themselves in danger 
to help someone who was in need.
The Silent People
Set during the late 1830s and 1840s, The Silent People portrays the life of 
Dualta Duane. Dualta is a young man of seventeen who is forced to leave his home 
that he has shared with his Uncle Marcus in Connaught because he, a Catholic, 
orphaned, Irish peasant, dares to desire to not be treated like a slave. His rash act 
of tumbling the Half-Sir, the landlord's son, from his horse has set in motion the 
strength of character that Dualta will carry with him throughout the rest of his life. 
This strength will be what makes him strong in his choice to inform Wilcocks, his 
Protestant employer, of the approaching danger that he helped plan. It will be what 
makes him strong when he refuses to continue to follow Cuan, his traveling 
companion, in his terrorist movements. It will be what allows him to desire to 
change Ireland by educating Ireland with his wife, Una, Wilcocks' daughter who has 
converted to Catholicism and hence been exiled from her home. And it will be 
what sees him through the Great Hunger that has come upon the land and has now
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encroached upon his home and his wife Una and his son Dominick. Dualta's 
strength and will to survive is rooted in his education and in his desire for Ireland to 
be freed from those who have oppressed her for so long. As a youth he was 
willing to fight with fists for her freedom. But as a man, he desires to wage a war 
of the mind with those who will not let his mother, Ireland, alone.
The changes in Dualta's life in SHent mark the changes that came to Ireland 
due to the devastating loss of population from the Great Famine. Ireland was 
reduced from a population of about eight million to about five million during the 
Famine years. It is estimated that approximately 1 to 1.5 million people died from 
starvation, which was a result of the blight on the potato crop, the Irish peasant's 
main dietary staple. The other 1.5 million people emigrated to other nations, most 
notably America. This changed the number of young people staying in the country, 
just as the deaths from starvation reduced the number of children who would have 
grown to adulthood. The decision to stay in Ireland or go to America was not an 
easy one to make, either. This is seen in the decision Dualta makes to stay and in 
the decision of Colman, the young boy that Dualta and Una took care of after his 
father was taken away, to leave for America. Dualta sees that he and his family 
can survive and stay to help Ireland when the disaster is over. Colman sees that he 
has nothing to offer Ireland, and she has nothing to offer him. It will be best for 
him and his new wife Finola to go to America. There is grief at the parting, but 
Dualta and Una know that each has made the right decision.
As Dualta and Una head from Galway Bay towards Clifden, Dualta asks Una 
about the decision that he made:
"You are happy I did not take the ship?"
"Oh yes," she said. "I am very happy you did not take the ship."
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"Would you be happy then if I had taken the ship?"
"I would be happy if you had taken the ship."
"Why is this?" he asked.
"Because where you want to go, I want to go," she said.
"Then there is no fear of us, or of my son," said Dualta. "We will 
survive."®
This is a return to the hope that is so prevalent at the end of Macken's works. This 
shows that Dualta and Una will make it; they will survive and will someday be 
teaching Irish youth again.
Similar to Dominick in Seek, Dualta heads west, toward the "fair land." As 
he and Una walk the road out of Galway, they notice that "They were almost the 
only people on the road who were going west" (345). This is as it always is in 
Macken's writing. If there has been a departure from the West, then there is 
always a return to the West, as was seen with Bart in Sunset on the Window 
Panes, and with Sullivan in Sullivan, and with Donn in Brown Lord o f the Mountain.
In addition to being about the famine years. Silent also addresses the issue 
of national schools that were established in 1831. The British government imposed 
upon the Irish a necessity for speaking English. English was to become the official 
language of Ireland, to replace the Gaelic language that was so prevalent among the 
poor. This is seen in Brian Friel's Translations, which deals with the beginnings of 
that movement from hedge school to national school. Manus and his father both 
want the position of headmaster at the school in Poll na gCaorach, but Manus loses 
the position to Hugh because he has no desire to compete with him. Later, Hugh 
loses the position to Master Bartley Timlin, a schoolmaster from Cork who can also 
cure bacon, which seems to be what gives him an edge over Hugh in procuring the 
position. Silent shows what is happening in Ireland after the schools have been 
implemented. Una and Dualta are teaching at a national school set up by Father
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Finucane. With the implementation of English as the official language, they are 
teaching the silent people, the people who cannot make themselves known to their 
landlords because they do not speak the same language. But in the process of 
teaching the children how to speak and read and write English, she herself becomes 
more Irish. She learns the Gaelic language in order to communicate more 
effectively with her students. And Dualta, who has had "the best teacher in 
Ireland" (166), is already familiar with the two languages. They are both the 
educated ones that will bring about change through their education of young minds, 
young minds that will hopefully survive the upcoming blight on the potato crops 
and the subsequent death and emigration. They, who are now part of the silent 
people—the common man who has lived knowing Gaelic his entire life—will be the 
ones, through their use of the Irish and the English language, who will help create a 
nation of people who will soon again demand that they be heard.
Comparable to Macken's Dualta is Liam O'Flaherty's Mary Kilmartin, the 
heroine of Famine. She is a strong Irish woman who loves her husband and child. 
She is an intelligent, giving woman whose strongest desire is for her family to 
survive. Both Brian, her father-in-law, and Martin, her husband, see that she is a 
strong woman. Brian, who has previously been hostile towards her, now sees her 
as "thrifty and hard like a true peasant [who! loved the earth."® Martin sees her as 
different than the "girl that he had courted and who had won his love . . . 
somehow, she was nearer to him now, in this harsh character she had assumed of 
late, than she had formerly been" (150). Where Mary differs from Dualta is her 
choice of location. When Silent ends, Dualta and Una have chosen to remain in 
Ireland and are heading west to Connaught. When Famine ends, Mary is on a ship
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with Martin and the baby as they head toward America. But this is in keeping with 
her desire to see her family survive. They had no hope of surviving in Black Valley 
with Martin on the run from the English authorities for attacking Chadwick, the 
English agent for the Thompson estate. Now they will and Mary's desire will be 
met. Dualta, however, sees hope for him and his family as they head west toward 
Uncle Marcus and continued survival.
The Scorching Wind
Set during the mid-1910s through the early 1920s, The Scorching Wind 
portrays the lives of brothers Dominic and Dualta, with an emphasis on Dominic 
and his actions. Dominic is first introduced as he prepares to send his older 
brother, Dualta, off to help Britain in her fight against Germany in World War I. He 
later becomes a medical student, although not one that would be considered to be 
overly brilliant. And when it comes to his involvement in the revolution, he appears 
to be one who takes orders, which helps him as he fights with his comrades. He is 
a follower, an order-taker. And that is what makes him strong. He is able to do 
what is asked of him because of his love for his mother-lreland, the beautiful 
Cathleen Ni Houlihan, and his desire to see her freed from the British rule that has 
been so oppressive to her. His strength of character on this issue is so strong that 
he will not settle for less or compromise his idea of Irish freedom before his older 
brother Dualta. And for this he will, and does, fight. However, when he is in the 
midst of a skirmish between the Free Staters and the Republicans and finds Dualta 
shot dead, he chooses to abandon his fight and go home to Galway—his final return 
home to the West.
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This last novel shows the most radical change for Ireland. The Easter 
Rebellion and the War for Independence gave most of Ireland its independence from 
England. From the first invasions of the Normans in 1162, Ireland has been under 
some sort of British rule. But with the independence gained in 1921, 26 of 
Ireland's 32 counties were freed from British rule. The Irish Free State was formed. 
But this created its own problems. Many in the Republican army were not satisfied 
with the terms of the treaty for independence and a civil war broke out in Ireland 
that often divided houses. This is true for Dominic and Dualta. Dualta believes that 
the treaty was the best thing to do given the circumstances. He believes that this 
was a good compromise. But Dominic follows the Republican idea that all 32  
counties should be united. Thus there is a split that changes the face of their 
household. The years that they spent fighting together for the common goal of 
independence have been lost as they now fight against each other in their separate 
goals for the outcome of that independence. No longer is Ireland united for its 
freedom; it is now torn apart by the ultimate goals of its freedom. This shows the 
beginnings of Sinn Féin, which continues to fight to this day for total Irish 
independence from British rule.
The tragedy of the final scenes of Wind are covered over with the hopeful 
existence of Dominic as he leaves with his dead brother, Dualta, in the rear of the 
car and Finola, the woman he loves, at his side. As he cries over the pain of losing 
his brother in an attempt to gain full freedom for Ireland, Finola puts her hand on 
his. "[Blefore them she could see the sea, and if she looked behind her she would 
see the smoke rising from the captured town. But she didn't look behind her. She 
kept looking ahead of her."^ The past is now behind them. The fighting and the
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death and the pain are now smoldering in the town behind them. What is ahead of 
them is as broad and open as the sea that is displayed before her.
Dominic is similar to Ferdy O'Donnell, from Flanagan's French, in that he is 
also able to see the individual outside of stereotyping. This trait is also in keeping 
with Bonaparte, a young revolutionary in Frank O'Connor's "Guests of a Nation." 
Bonaparte and Noble have been put in charge of watching 'Awkins and Belcher, 
British prisoners during the war for independence. The two Irishmen have come to 
know and like 'Awkins and Belcher and, when the orders come for the two to be 
"bumped off," they are unwilling to follow through. Bonaparte says that he 
"thought and thought, and picturing [himself] and young Noble trying to prevent the 
Brigade from shooting 'Awkins and Belcher sent a cold sweat out through [him]."®
It was because he thought that "disunion between brothers seemed to [him] an 
awful crime[, but he] knew better after" (7). Bonaparte's reservations about killing 
'Awkins and Belcher is what is commendable. This is similar to Dominic in that 
Dominic was very hesitant to be involved in killings. Part of this stemmed from his 
medical training, but part also stemmed from his ability to see the person as an 
individual. Bonaparte had this quality, too. And the fact that "anything that ever 
happened [him] after [he] never felt the same about again" (12) shows that he is a 
man who values human life. This value of life that Dominic and others portray is a 
strength, a strength of character in the common man.
Sean O'Casey's Jack Clitheroe, a bricklayer who is in the Irish Citizen Army 
in The Plough and the Stars, is another man who values common humanity, but he 
is not as strong as Macken's characters. Here Clitheroe is involved in the Uprising 
that is also the subject of Macken's Wind. He believes that Ireland must be
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liberated, but he quits the Army because he is not made a Captain. However, 
despite his pettiness about this issue, he is the one to ring the cry of "Death for th' 
Independence of Ireland!"® And his idea of death in the name of independence for 
Ireland is what he gets in the Easter Uprising of 1916-shot down in the Imperial 
Hotel by a bullet through the arm and the lung. But in some ways Clitheroe is like 
Dominic. When Brennan asks him why he didn't shoot to kill, Clitheroe answers 
"no, no. Bill; bad as they are they're Irish men an' women" (193). This is similar to 
when Dominic was looking at the young Irish Free State soldier, whose face was 
"as Irish as an Arran Banner potato" (299), and decided at the last minute to shoot 
over his head instead of killing him. Whereas O'Casey's drama ends with 
Clitheroe's and Bessie's death two days after the bombing of the Dublin post office, 
Macken shows Dominic's limited involvement in the Uprising and then takes his 
story through the civil war that came upon Ireland in the early 1920s. But both 
storylines have shown a young, common man in the midst of one of the biggest 
historical events in Irish history.
However, important to this discussion of the common man is the knowledge 
that it is not only the individual common man that makes Ireland who she is. It is 
all of the common men, when they unite, that makes her so special. It is these 
men, who will give their lives for her, that make her beautiful. As one of Macken's 
characters in Wind says,
"You know who is the real hero? . . . The ordinary people. . . . There is 
hardly a house in the country where you can't knock on the door and ask for 
food and shelter, even though they know the terrible consequences, and 
many have paid them. This is the greatest period in history because the
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people are great. Right? If it wasn't for them, where would we be? We'd 
be like hares on the hills, eating heather." (243)
It is these people, along with the Stephen O'Riordans and the Mico Mdrs and the 
Cahal Kinsellas and the Donn Donnschleibhes, who have been keeping the Irish 
spirit alive and who have been fostering the nationalism that so many, throughout 
the ages, have desired, fought for, and, for most of Ireland, won.
Conclusion
Walter Macken, Galwegian author, has portrayed the lives of the people from 
the West of Ireland in his ten novels. His regional works present the life that 
existed in the West of Ireland from the 1940s to the mid-1960s, and in previous 
years. He has presented truthfully the lives of people who lived during the 
Cromwellian invasion in Seek the Fair Land, during the time of the Great Famine in 
The Silent People, and during the Troubles from 1916-23 in The Scorching Wind.
He has presented in exact representation the lives of those who lived in the West of 
Ireland, making their living from the land in Quench the Moon and Sunset on the 
Window Panes, the bog in The Bogman, and the sea in Rain on the Wind. He 
presents autobiographical elements in his portrayal of a young writer in Quench, a 
young emigrant in / Am Alone, and a young actor in Sullivan. He portrays the 
effects of the modern world entering into the traditional way of life in the West in 
Brown Lord o f the Mountain. He is able to present these lives in an exact 
representation because he has either lived these characters' lives, or he has grown 
up with and known these characters. In the midst of truthfully presenting the lives 
of those in the West, he also portrays the life of the common man that is prevalent
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in Irish literature.
Macken's works can be compared to other Irish authors, among whom are 
Liam O'Flaherty, John Millington Synge, William Butler Yeats, Frank O'Connor, and 
Brian Friel. Based on the work he has done and the ways it compares with other 
Irish literary giants, Walter Macken deserves to be reseen in the pantheon of Irish 
writers.
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